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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose and Value or the Study 
In recent years, particularly since the end of World 
War II, the American public has become increasingly concerned 
with a social phenomenon which the press and juvenile courts 
have dubbed "juvenile delinquency. 11 The lay public has ap-
plied this term to acts ranging from rilial disobedience to 
murder. Efforts at standardizing a definition and strictly 
delineating what acts constitute delinquency, and what acts 
do not, have made little impress on the general public. The 
psychologist, Erik Erikson, has said: 
The press seems less interested in conveying what 
the experts say, and on what evidence, than in 
whether or not what one expert says this week 
contradicts something that another expert said the 
week berore in the newspapers. This is bad enough 
in other matters of public concern, £ut in regard 
to juvenile delinquency it is fatal. 
According to Norman Lourie of the Pennsylvania De-
partment of Welfare: 
There is no one accepted theory of the nature and 
causes of juvenile delinquency. The ter.m usually 
refers to the child who comes into contact with a 
law enforcement agency because of an alleged act 
of delinquency or misconduct. This is a limited 
definition, however, since it excludes many children 
committing similar acts who either are not appre-
1u. s. Children's Bureau, New Perspectives for Re-
search on Juvenile Delinquency, p. 2. 
1 
hended or whose misdeeds are not seen as unlawful 
according to local statutes. A more accurate con-
cept identifies as delinquent the child whose 
behavior, usually expressed in an anti-social man-
ner, is contrary to the expectations of society as 
these are legally defined. Increasingly, the term 
juvenile delinquency is considered as describing 
not the quality of the child but rather his legal 
and social condition. 
Significantly the 1950 White House Conference 
on Children and Youth did not use the term. The 
work group dealing with the subject discussed 
nchildren who rebel. u2 
Moreover, the delinquency problem has been commonly 
categorized into three parts corresponding to three types 
of delinquents - sociological, neurotic, and psychopathic. 
However, this classification appears to be too rigid and 
excludes certain environmental and familial factors.3 In 
ensuing chapters, this study will discuss the theoretical 
implications of delinquency in greater detail. 
Reflecting public concern, social service agencies, 
particularly agencies offering social group work services, 
have chiseled out an area of the delinquency problem, namely 
delinquency among more or less organized groups of teenagers 
2Norman V. Lourie, "Juvenile Delinquency,tt Social 
Work Yearbook, 1957, p. 330. 
3Ibid., p. 331. 
2 
who regularly but iurormally congregate in public places 
like parks, sto~es, street-corners, etc., as being potentially 
susceptible to prevention by social group work methods. Ac-
cordingly, social group services agencies located in several 
large cities throughout the country joined with other private 
agencies and, in some eases, public agencies in a pioneering 
attempt to control delinquency at the level of the teen-age 
"gang." 
As social group work was and is professionally com-
mitted to helping the individual develop into a socially 
useful person in a democratic society, these group services 
agencies could view teen-age ngangs,n or street-corner 
groups, as potentially virgin and fertile territory. 
frhe gan£7 offers the underprivileged boy probably 
his best opportunity to acquire status and hence 
it plays an essential part in the development of 
his personality •••• 
Any standing in the group is better than none, and 
there is always the possibility of improving one's 
status. Participation in gang activities means -
everything to the boy. It not only defines for him 
his position in the only society he is greatly con-
cerned wit~, but it becomes the basis for his eon-
caption of himself.4 
The means by which these group services agencies 
undertook to establish. and maintain contact with street-
corner groups were usually rtdetac hed worker, n or neorner-
4Frederick M. Thrasher, The Gang, pp. 331-332. 
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group work, 11 programs. An agency would ndetach11 a group 
worker from the physical plant of the agency and send him into 
the nearby community to find a street-corner group, establish 
a professional relationship with its members, and develop a 
plan of service for them. The ndetachedn worker bore in 
mind the community~oriented goal of reducing delinquency, 
but once the relationship with the group was established, the 
worker had much the same role and functions5 as someone 
doing traditional group work. 
The job of the s0cial worker is to find ways of 
modifying the values in the group so that modifi-
cations in behavior will result. The worker works 
with the group through program in many dimensions 
to construct the experiegces which may result in 
a new pattern of values. 
Some agencies have pursued the further or, perhaps, 
intermediate goal of bringing these street-corner groups into 
the physical framework of the agency; other agencies have 
been content to attempt to effect positive change, regardless 
of where it took place. All agencies with a ttdetached 11 or 
corner-group work program have, however, been justly con-
earned about securing in street-corner groups which tb.ey 
5For a descriptive analysis of street-corner worker 
functions and roles, see Nancy L. Van Ness, 11Male and Female 
Corner-group Worker Functions. 11 
6navid M. Austin, nworking with Groups and Individuals 
in Groups in the Roxbury Area - Techniques, Methods, and 
Skills, 11 Work with Groups in a Metropolitan 11 Inner-Oity 11 Prob-
lem Area, p. 24. 
4 
serviced a positive set of attitudes and behavior patterns 
toward the agency as a representative social institution. 
Groups of frustrated, confused yout~ direct their 
hostility towards institutions that they see as 
symbols of the society •••• The real question is 
how can society and its institutions be most easily 
accessible and in tune with the needs of these 
youth.7 
The purpose of this study is to devise an instrument 
for measuring changes in t'b..e patterns of behavior and sets 
of attitudes on the part of street-corner groups toward an 
agency which provides them with a consistent and sustained 
program of social group work services. This study further 
proposes to test that instrument on a representative sampling 
of street-corner groups who par:took of a program of "detachedn 
or corner-group work services from ~ agency especially creat-
ed to provide· sueh services, The Roxbury Special Youth Pro-
gram of the Greater Boston Council for Youth (hereafter to 
be referred to as Special Youth Progrrun). The purposes of 
this study are related to a small fraction of the central 
research goals of the Special Youth Program, and this study 
has been designed within the framework of those goais. 8 
It is hoped that some future researcher will find 
7u. S. Children's Bureau, Youth in Conflict, p. B. 
8see section of this chapter entitled rtResearch 
Component. n 
5 
some way of correlating information obtained from the use of 
this instrument with process recordings from a street-corner 
group with findings describing the activities of the worker 
with that group. Such a study might help social group 
workers to understand better what it is that they do that in-
fluences change in such groups. By itself however, this 
study, if its findings are verified, may help group workers 
understand a little better the dynamics of change in street-
corner groups. 
The Problem 
Effecting planned positive change in individual mem-
bers of groups is, perhaps, the main feature that distinguishes 
the goals of the social group work method from mere recreation. 
To accomplish this task, social group workers have tried to 
discover ways of determining what kinds of changes occur in 
groups, how those changes can be measured objectively, and 
what factors in the group process and the activities of the 
group worker tend to promote those changes. 
As yet, group work research is at the early stages 
of learning what kinds of changes occur and how to measure 
those changes. Because the necessity of effecting positive 
change is not only the main goal of corner-group work, but 
also was the major impetus for ita initial development, the 
6 
need for developing scientific instruments for measuring 
changes in these groups is even more acute. 
This study shall attempt to devise an instrument to 
measure some of those changes. It is hoped that this instru-
ment may provide answer8 to the following questions: 
1. What kinds of behavior patterns are expre8sed by 
a street-eorner group and its member8 toward an 
agency that provides them with the services of a "de-
tached" worker program? 
2~ Do behavior and attitudes toward an agency change 
during the span of time in which a street-corner 
group partakes of the services of that agency? 
3. It' such changes do occur, what kinds of changes 
are they and how much change takes place for how 
long a period of time? 
The measuring instrument should be designed in such 
a way as to provide opportunities for correlating its find-
ings with the findings of other devices for studying street-
corner group processes. 
The Communi t:r 
All the data in this study was taken from the pro-
cess recordings of street-corner groups who participated in 
the Special Youth Program. The Program was very careful to 
7 
delineate the boundaries of the geographical area in which it 
functioned, and it stayed within those boundarie~ scrupulous-
ly. 
The boundaries surrounded Roxbury, an historically 
discreet, primarily residential, predominately low income 
community which was, at the time of the inception of the 
Program, "an inner-city district of Boston, with a population 
of 113,000 people. n9 Roxbury is a thickly settled area with 
.. 
a population living in old buildings ranging from two- and 
three-story wooden frame houses to brick tenements •. Very 
little new residential construction has gone up in Roxbury 
in the last quarter of a century. 
~ile Roxbury does not border directly on the main 
business center of the City of Boston, it is separated from 
it on the' north by an even more intensely blighted inner-
city district, Boston's South End. A description of typical 
blighted areas by the urban sociologists, QU.een and Carpentel', 
describes the condition of much of Roxbury at the time of the 
direct service phase of the Special Youth Program, and the 
probable fate of the rest of Roxbury in the future if steps 
9walter B. Miller, rtThe CUlture of the Roxbury Com.-
munity,11,Work with Groups in a Metropolitan ninner-City 
Problem_Area, p. 5. 
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are not taken to reverse the process of decay. 
The most obvious physical traits of a blighted 
area are usually nearness to the business center and 
deteriorated buildings •••• blighted areas may also be 
found in outlying parts of a metropolitan district, 
near industries, and along transportation routes. 
Their history and appearance are rather different 
from those of areas near the center. But both dis-
play a mixture of residential, commercial, and indus-
trial land use. The dwellings are largely converted 
tenements, rooming houses, and alley dwellings. 
Visitors are impressed with_ dirt, smoke, rubbish, 
noise, odors, and other marks of confusion and dis-
order •••• ca scarcity of gas, electricity, telephones, 
running water, mechanica~ ~efrigeration, and central 
heating •••• basement apartments, stove heat~ kero-
sene lamps, faucets in the hall, toilets in the yard, 
broken stairs and windows.lO -
While some of the above characteristics do not apply to Rox-
bury, too many of them do. ~een and Carpenter go on to 
describe the economic aspects of blighted areas: 
••• property held at high prices but bringing low re-
turns •••• "bookies, n "policy" sellers, "dope" ped-
dlers, prostitutes, .pickpockets, gangsteJ:.>s, and 
racketeers •••• Employed women and unemployed men are 
~elatively more numerous •••• Many families and single 
individuals are on relief; many children are receiv-
ing foster care; large numbers attend free clinics •••• 
~ area from which the city receives a small income 
(taxes collected) but in which it spends very large 
sum.s.ll . 
The population of Roxbury is highly mobile and under-
going constant transition. While several lesser currents; 
1°stuart A. Queen and David B. Carpenter, The .Ameri-
can City, PP• 171-172. 
11 . 
Ibid., p. 172. 
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such as movement back towards the City•s center; are present, 
the outstanding feature of population movement in Roxbury is 
the replacement of lower-middle class and upper-lower class12 
Jewish families, who a~~ moving out to more outlying and" sub-
urban areas, by large numbers of economically depressed 
Negro frumilies moving ~n from the South End. A third portion 
of the population is composed of a mixture of economically 
. . 
depressed white .. Protestant and Roman Catholic families, whose 
inclination to m9ve away from Roxbury seems less pronounced 
th~ that of the Jews. 
As might be expected, the juxta.po si tion of these di-
verse ethnic elements in a community of unstable population 
and depre~sed living standards produced many inter-ethnic 
conflicts, one of which precipitated the formation of the 
Special Youth-Program and will be discussed later. These 
conflicts were refiected in the for.mation of teen-age "gangsn 
for purpose of self-protection from real or imagined dangers 
from other groups and to provide more stable sub-cultural 
aggregates in which adolescents mdght establish their sel~-
images and social identities. 
Although publicity about the organization and behavior 
of teen-age "gangs" in New York City probably influenced the 
12 After the classification system of W. Lloyd Warner 
and Paul s. Hunt, The Social Life of a Modern Community. 
10 
patterns of organization of similar group~ in Roxbury, it ap-
pears to be significant that inte~-group co~licts never 
reached the sustained l~vels of violence attributed to the 
"gang warsn in New York. Also, while alcoholism is somewhat 
of a problem in Roxbury, narcotics-addietion is negligible. 
The Agency Setting 
Purpose ot the Program 
Several-factors combined in Boston to produce the 
Special Youth Program in 1954. Of considerable importance 
was the fact that similar ventures had been attempted in 
several or the largest cities in the country with varying 
degrees of success. Some of these were the Los Angeles Youth 
Project in 1943, the Central Harlem Street Clubs Project in 
New York City in 1947 and later programs under the auspices 
of the New York Gity Youth Board, as well as projects in 
Chicago, Detroit, and Cleveland. 13 Thus, when the Boston 
community discovered its own juvenile problem, a model for 
joint action had been already establi~hed in other communities. 
Aroused public opinion was primarily responsible for 
setting into motion the forces that led to the estab-
lishment of the Special Youth P~ogram •. The murde~ 
l3For an excellent summary of the history of corner-
group work and its theoretical roundation, see Barry M. Free-
man, "Techn.iq~es of a Worker with a Gorner Group of Boys, u 
especially Chapter II, pp. 10-23. 
11 
of a rabbi allegedly by a gang of Negro boys dramatic-
all~ calle~ attention to juvenile gang activity in 
/_Roxburi/ • .14 · 
Before the establishment of the Special Youth Program, 
the Recreation, Informal Education, and Group Work Division 
of United Community Services of Boston created the Greater 
Boston Council for Youth. A planni~g committee of that Coun-
cil recommended that a special project be created to: 
provide help for adolescent boys and. girls and their 
f'amilies who show anti-so"cial and delinquent behav-
ior; strengthen and extend the resources of Roxbury 
as a residential community; study the needs of the 
community, the services of the project and the re-
sults of th~ project so that other communities may 
be guided.17 
In April, 1954, the Speciai_Youth Program was estab-
liflhed as a three :rear pilot project ending in 1957. The 
Program was eon~tructed along the lines of similar projects 
~n cities already mentioned, except that in the Special 
Youth Pr£gram the research component was given importance 
almost equal to the direct service eomponente 
Direct Service.Component 
The direct serviee·component of the Special Youth 
Program was composed of three main branches, each correspond-
14walter B. Miller, 11 The Impact of a Community Group 
Work Program on Delinquent Corner Groups,-n The Social Ser-
vice Review, vol. 31 (December, 1957), p.-.390. 
15united Comm~ity Services of Greater Boston, 
nspecial Youth Project, tt p. 1. 
12 
ing to one of the three major methods in social work: case 
work, group work, and community organization. The case 
work branch was directed towards providing intensive and con-
certed social work services to the so-called uhard-core" 
families; i. e., those families who possessed long histories 
o~ involvement with a large variety of social welfare agen-
cies, including public welfare agenci·es, courts, hospital 
social service, family and children's agencies, etc. This 
branch of the Special Youth Program's direct services was 
not developed to full maturity. 
A second branch of the Special Youth Program's direct 
services was the establishment and maintenance of a liason 
between the Program and. civic minded lay leaders in the Rox-
bury community. This was accomplished through the efforts 
of Mr. Lester G. Houston, Community Organization Director of 
the Special Youth Program. Starting with a local citizen's 
committee, he helped them to complete several valuable pro-
jects in neighborhoods around the community; such as clean-
up campaigns, etc. This citizen's committee eventually grew 
into the Roxbury Community Council, an autonomous body which 
.still today maintains a high degree of activity. The Council 
also provided excellent resources for the other branches of 
the Special Youth Program. 
However, the effort invested in the casework and com-
munity organization branches of the Special Youth Program was 
13 
f'ar less than that invested in the group work branch • 
. Of' the three direct-service subprograms, the most in-
t:ensi ve et'f'ort was devoted to the work with corner 
groups. During the three years of Program operations 
seven group workers worked in !'our neighborhoods f'or 
period~ ranging !'rom nine months to two and one-half 
years. All workers but one were graduates of' schools 
of' social work; f'ive of' the workers were men and two 
were women; ages ranged !'rom twenty-f'ive to f'orty. 
Seven corner group units were the object of' intensive 
or sporadic attention. Workers went to their neigh-
borhoods between three and f'ive times a week to work 
directly with their groups or on their behal:r.l6 
The street-corner group work services were eo-ordin-
ated by David M. Austin, who also supervised all the group 
workers. In the initial stages of their work, these group 
workers spent most of their time at the int'ormal gathering, 
or "hanging" places of the street-comer groups. The term 
. . 
"hanging11 was applied also to this function on the part of 
the workers. Eventually the street-corner groups and their 
workers used many varied facil~ties within the community; 
.. ~ 
some ot' which were in places like churches, schools, as well 
as group work or recreation agencies. 
The direct service component of the Special Youth 
Program ended officially in June of 1957. 
Research Component 
The research component of' the Special Youth Program 
16Miller, ttThe Impact o~ a Cormmmi ty Group Work Pro-
gram on Delinquent Corner Groups,n op. cit., p. 392. 
started its work s~ultaneously with the start of the direct 
service component and the research is still continuing at 
the time of this writing under the Program's Research Director 
from its inception, Dr. Walter B. Miller. Working closely 
with Dr. Miller from the beginning of the Program has been 
Bertrrun Spiller, Chief Coder •. In addition, the research 
staff included at various times several full- or part-time 
trained coders, many of whom had completed or were doing 
graduate work in the social sciences, and a host of full- or 
part-time secretarial and clerical workers. 
The aim of the research was to examine and analyze 
all aspects of the patterns of behavior and attitudes in the 
street-comer groups concerned and the influences their 
group workers and societal institutions hav~ on these groups. 17 
17 Special Youth Program, "Coding Manual," p. 1. 
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CHAPTER II 
METHOD OF STUDY 
The Sample 
' 
Originally five street-corner groups were chosen 
for inclusion in the sample out of the total of fourteen 
groups with whom the Special Youth Program had contact during 
its direct service phase. The groups were chosen on the 
basis of the following requirements: 
1. All groups in the sample must be composed mostly 
of boys between thirteen and twenty-one years of age. 
2. All groups in the sample must have been worked 
with continuously by one primary group worker for at 
least twelve consecutive months. 
The purpose of the first requirement was to ensure a minimum 
uniformity in the composition of the sample for comparative 
study. The purpose of th~ second requirement was to guard 
against major distortions in the data introduced by random 
seasonal changes or interruption of the relationship between 
the group and their worker. It also ensured a span of time 
of sufficient length to observe changes in patterns of be-
havior and attitudes, if any. 
Only five groups met these requirements in full. 
Each will be designated throughout this study by the cod~ 
16 
name issued to it by the special Youth Program. The code 
name consists in each ease of two capital letters and may be 
followed by a differentiating numeral if the group is a 
section of a larger aggregate. The first letter in the code 
name indicates the neighborhood location or main tthangingtt 
place of the group; the second letter indicates the group's 
sex, in this study always "M~ The following are the code 
names and some of the characteristics of each group: 
1. The HM3 1 s were a group of forty-six Negro boys 
between fifteen and twenty years old (average: seven-
teen) who received intensive attention from one male 
pr~ary worker and sporadic attention from one fe-
male secondary worker for almost three years. 
·2. The MM3's were a group of thirty-six Caucasian 
boys between sixteen and eighteen years old (average: 
seventeen) who received intensive attention from one 
male primary worker for almost three years. 
3. The WM3's were a group of thirty-six Caucasian 
boys between seventeen and twenty years old (average: 
eighteen) who receive& intensive attention from one 
male pr±mary worker for almost three years. 
-4~ The WM2 1 s were a group of twenty-six Caucasian 
boys between thirteen and eighteen years old (aver-
age: fifteen) who received intensive attention from 
the same worker with the WM3's, but for only a little 
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over two years. 
5. The aM's were a group o£ twenty-six Caucasian boys 
'-
between fourteen and sixteen years old (average: fif-
teen) who received only sporadic attention from one 
female primary worker for two years. 
Because all the data in this study was derived from 
process recordings of contacts by the workers, their super-
Visors, ~nd various associated personnel or the Special 
Youth Progr~ such as students and research staff, it proved 
impossible to single out any individual group members con-
sistently. Neither do the process recordings contain con-
sistent records of attendance or the members, not even at 
formal club meetings of the groups.. Although individuals 
were often mentioned by name, more often they were submerged 
in the recordings within mass or group manirestations of be-
havior or attitudes. 
Moreover, many of the individual boys did not appear 
at all in .. the research file category: behavior of group as 
actor toward Special Youth Program as object of orientation. 
The HM3's, for example, yielded over twice as much data in 
this category as did any other group in the sample; yet of 
the forty-six boys listed _j,n the .face sheet ae members o.f 
this group, seventeen o:f them. were not mentioned by·· name 
anywhere in the data included in this category. In each of 
the other groups in the sample, all yielding less data in 
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this category:;: the proportion of members not mentioned by 
name to those who were was even greater. 
This study assumes that each boy had an opportunity 
to have his behavior included within group behavior such as 
club meetings, sports events, etc. On the basis of that as-
sumption, therefore, this study purports that each group in-
eluded in the srunple also includes one hundred per cent of 
its members. 
Definition of Terms For the Pu!Eoses of this Study 
Social group worker::: (also known as group wor}fer) {:). person 
who, under the auspices of a social welfare agency, 
does social work with a group; i. e .. enab:les group 
members to achieve socially desirable goals pursued 
by the group, and who has reeeived or is receiving 
professional training in the philosophy, method, anci 
techniques of social group work.l 
Street-corner worker: (also known variously as corner worker, 
neighborhood worker, gang worker, detached worker, 
1Definition compiled from a composite of sources, in-
cluding Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland, Social Group Work 
Practice, pp. 10, 602-603; Walter A. Friedlander, Introduction 
to Social Welfare, pp. 418-419; and .Juanita M. Luck, 11 Socia1 
Group Work, 11 Social Work Yearbook, 1957, p. 531. 
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-and aggreBsive group worker) a social group worker 
who makes regular contact with his or her group mem-
bers in their informal peer setting within their 
indigenous community. (This might be a soda :fountain, 
pool room, playground, etc., or merely a street-cor-
ner.)2 
Corner-group work: "a nonmembership, community located pro-
:fessional service provided through a single worker 
who works in an environmental situation over which 
he has limited control and who extends service to_ a 
group without prior request :from them :for serviee.n3 
Area worker: a street-corner worker assigned by a corner-
group work agency to a speoi:fic, circumscribed neigh-
borhood.4-
Area o:f:fice: the base o:f operations o:f an area worker, lo-
cated~n the speci:fie neighborhood in which he or 
she i~ working. (An area o:f:fice was established 
only after an area worker had initiated and maintain-
ed a pattern o:f regular and intensive service to a 
2De:finition compiled :from a composite o:f sources, in-
cluding Paul L. Craw:ford, Daniel I. Malamud, and James R. 
Dumpson, Working With Teen-Age Gangs, p. 127; and James E. 
McCarthy and Joseph S~ Barbaro, "Re•direeting Teen-age Gangs," 
Reaching the Unreaehed, pp~ 107-108. .. 
3navid M. Austin, "Goals :for Gang Workers, u Journal 
o:f Social Work, vol. 2 (October, 1957), p. 43. 
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substantial nunwer of members in each of one or more 
distinct groups. The groups usually came to regard 
the area office as their clubroom and used it as 
such. )4 
Delinquent acts: 11 all activity which might involve the parti-
cipants in having legal action brought against them."5 
Delinquency: a sub-cultural pattern of delinquent acts within 
a group. 6 
Repeater: a group member who has been convicted of committing 
delinquent acts two or more t~es. 
Role-adjustment: The process by which a group in this study 
tries to become accustomed to a new role played by 
their worker. Tb.e .sociologist, Talcott Parsons, says: 
Arole then is a sector of the total orienta-
tion system of an individual actor which is organized 
about expectations in relation to a particular inter-
action context, that is integrated with a particular 
set of value-standards which govern interactio.n with 
one or more alters in the appropriate complementary 
roles.7 
Procedure of Study 
This study bases its approach to measuring changes 
4nefinitions culled from process recordings of Special 
Youth Program. 
5van Ness, ££• cit., p. 24. 
6Definition culled from Albert K. Cohen, Delinquent 
Boys, p. 13 for example. 
7Taleott Parsons, The Social System, pp. 38-39. 
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in the behavior and attitudes o~ male adolescent street-
corner groups toward an agency with a corner-group work pro-
gram on the manif'estations of' that behavior described in 
their proces~ recordings by street-corner workers, their 
supervisor, and the Research Director of' the special Youth 
Program.. Attitudes are considered to be inextricably eon~ . 
nected to behavior· but not susceptible to speeif'ic operation-
I 
al description •. Thus, as all behavior and attitudes in this 
study are described in terms of' purely operational criteria, 
they will be considered to be indistinguishable f'rom each 
other on this operational level. 
"Behaviorlt in this system is conceptualized as ob-
ject-oriented activity Lii£7, that is, activity---
orienued to. or carried on in ref'erence to an identi-
f'iable object of' orientation LSiif - an observable 
or eonQeptualized entity in the world outside the 
actor.ts 
The ttobjeot o~ orientationrt in this study is the 
-Special Youth Program itself', including the Program aa a 
conceptualized entity, its physical ~acilities (other than a 
group•s own area of'f'ice), various personnel associated with 
it other~~ group•s ~worker, and the material objects 
identif'ied with those personnel (such as an automobile, eto.). 
The raw data had already been excerpted f'rom the 
process recordings by the research staf'f' of' the Special Youth 
8 Special Youth Program, ttaoding Manual, n p. 2. 
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Program and classified into three gross categories: 
1~ Group or its members as actors in reference to 
many areas of their social environment. 
2. Group or its members as objects of community 
institutions (such as school, corrections, other 
"corner groups, etc.). 
3. Group or its members as ob.jects of action by their 
own woPker. 
This study is concernea pr~arily with the .first 
category; the particular area o:f cop.cern ·is the sub-category 
entitled "sypu, which included excerpts of all recorded be-
. 
havior of each group and its member:! as acto:r>s with any as-
peet of the Special Youth Program, other th~ each group's 
own worker, a1s object.· 
This 93tudy assumes the follow:ing operational hy-
pothesis:9 that as the exclusion of all data relating ·to the 
behavior of a group as actor with its own worker as object 
would eliminate from consideration all changes in_a group 
that were merely temp~rary, fleeting,. or specifically related 
. ' . . ' . 
to some aspect,of their worker's personality or were an~-
mediate reaction to a specific act on the part of the worker; 
behavior that U:filtered throughtt a group's own worker to 
9This pypothesis was developed with the cooperation 
of Dr. Miller of the ~eeial Youth Program. 
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other aspects of the Special Youth Program would indicate 
change of a more stable nature. Some of the major factors 
in such ;\ "filtering" prqcess presumably would be: 
1. The quality of a worker's relationship with his 
group. 
2. The degree to which a group identifies its worker 
with the Special Youth Program and the quality of 
that identification. 
3. The degree to which a worker is able to influence 
and effect movement and change in his group and the 
nature of that change. 
Procedural Steps 
With its goal thus focussed on designing an opera-
tional instrument for measuring derivative change, 10 this 
study proceedeQ as follows: 
l. Selection of a representative sampling of groups, 
yet whose characteristics were as similar as possible 
for comparison purposes. 
2. Classification of every manifestation of behavior 
and attitude in sub-category ttsypn for eachgroup, 
according to a primary operational description of 
that manifestation. (Examples: Both "L. asks work-
er to get him. a job," and 11 R. asks worker to play 
10The "operationall:t concept was Dr~ Miller's. 
his trumpet at the club dance," would be classif'ied 
as "Request service or p:r-esence of' or .from Special 
Youth Program or Special Youth Program personnel;" 
both "D. pretended not to recognize worker when she 
-greeted him on the street," and. 11P. pretended not to 
hear worker's question and took another drink o.f wine 
from the bottle," would be classif'ied as "Ignore at-
titude, idea, policy, service, behavior, presence, or 
existence of' Special Youth Program or Special Youth 
Program personnel. n) 
3. Subsumption of _similar operational descriptions 
into f'ourteen derivative descriptive categories. 
4. Evaluative arrangement of these derivative des-
criptive categories into three major groupings: 
a. Those categories with a more or less Posi-
tive quality (f'our categories). 
b. Those categories with a more or less Med-
ium quality (six categories). 
e. Those categories with a more or less Nega-
tive quality (f'our categories). 
5. Alternate arrangememt of the f'ourteen derivative 
descriptive categories into two types: Initiative, 
categories composed of' manif'estations which do not 
predicate a stimulus e~ernal to the actor, and 
Responsive, categories of manifestations which Eio 
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require such a stimulus. 
6. Division of the three years of the direet service 
phase of the Progr~ into nine equal time periods of 
four months each beginning August, 1954 and ending 
July, 1957. These time periods were designed to ap-
proximate roughly the seasons of intensive activity 
of certain sports in which several groups participated 
avidly. Thus, August through November was the foot-
ball and hunting season; Decemb~r through March -
basketball and hockey; and April through July - base-
· ball, swimming, and fishing. 11 
7. Tabulation of the manifestations of behavior and 
attitudes of each group supplied by tne raw data 
into the fourteen derivative categories according to 
the time period in which each manifestation occurred. 
8. Analysis of changes in behavior and attitudes of 
each group by means of the evaluatively arranged 
derivative descriptive categories over the total span 
of time in whieh the group partook of the services 
of the Program. 
9. Comparison of behavior and attitudes among the 
groups in the sample aeeording to corresponding re-
11Time periods and the criteria for their selection 
prepared with the cooperation of Dr. Miller. 
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presentative time periods. 
Derivative Descriptive Categories 
Figure 1 is a chart showing the evaluative arrange-
ment of the derivative descriptive categories from Positive 
to Negative and their division into Initiative and Respon-
sive types of behavior and attitudes. The operational des-
criptions, or criteria, for these categories will be found 
in the appendix. 
FIGURE 1 
SCHEMATIC CHART OF DERIVATIVE DESCRIPTIVE CATEGORIES 
Initiative Responsive 
Positive 
A. Identifying B. Participating 
a. Giving D. Accepting 
Medium 
E. Requesting F. Receiving 
G. Approving H. Agreeing 
I. Inquiring J. Listening 
Ne;ative 
K. Disapproving L. Resisting 
M. Opposing N. Rejecting 
The derivative descriptive categories and their 
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criteria~2 were prepared with the· cooperation o.f Dr. Wa~ter 
Miller, Research Director o.f the .special Youth Program. The 
criteria upon which these categories are based were obtained 
exclusively .from sub-category "syptt of' the coded data .from 
~he process recordings and are by nature incomplete and not 
exhaustive of' the operational descriptions o.f behavior and 
attitudes to be .found among the groups in this study or 
street-corner groups generally. Conversely, not all o:f the 
operational descriptions :forming the bases .for these cate-
gories may be .found in the process'reeordings of' all the 
groups in this study; nor would they be .found in all street-
corner groups generally. Finally, the schematic evaluative 
arrangement o:f categories in Figure 1 is subject both to 
conceptual revision and descriptive expansion. 
Scope and Limitations 
This study attempts to construct an instrument .for 
measuring change in the behavior and a.tti.tudes o.f the mem-
bers of' street-corner groups. The validity and accuracy of' 
that instrument can be judged e.f.fectively only by comparing 
its .findings with the .findings of some other instrument with 
12 It would be help.ful to the reader to turn to the 
appendix at this point for an examination of the operational 
criteria. which :form the bases :for the derivative descriptive 
categories. 
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a similar purpose, based on data from the same groups, and 
constructed on premises other than those of this study (i. e., 
the 11filtering" hypothesis). 
It must be e~phasized that the quantification of 
qualitative data is always an inexact process at best and 
this study is no exception. Opportunities were available at 
several points for elements of subjectivity to distort the 
findings. The recorders were ~ell-trained in recording me-
thods and urged to be as· objective as._possible in their nar-
rative descriptions because of the research character of the 
»rogram. Still, no observer can record everything tb.at oc-
curs in the group proce~s, particularly when the observer is 
at the same time interacting with the group. 
The record may not be an accurate description of 
what happened in the _&roup, eu.t it is a real /_Siy 
description of what Lthe group worker7 saw, hea:t>d, 
and thought in the group situation.lj 
The worker selects from his observation that which 
he deems significant and records it. It is difficult to 
determine in what ways and to what extent each of the record-
ers differed from the others·· in what they judged to be worthy 
of recording, but it would seem safe to conclude from reading 
their process recordings that they did differ. These differ-
ences were somewhat compensated for by constructing the 
' 
evaluative arrangement of categories so that an operational 
1.3Wilson and Ryland, ~· cit. pp. 546-547 
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description omitted by one recorder might be included by an-
other. Because of the Ufilteringn character of the instru-
ment, the multiplicity of recorders of any one group might 
also compensate for recording omissions to the extent to 
which they complemented each other in recording style and 
methods. 
Another factor that impinges on the validity o:f this 
study is"the disparity in the number of manifestations of 
behavior and attitudes toward ·the Special Youth Program or 
it•s personnel among the groups in the sample. There is no 
way of determining whether this disparity occurred because· 
of a proportionate disparity in the incidence of such mani-
festations among the groups or because of a· disparity among 
tb.;e recording styles of the recorders or because of some 
indeterminable cor~ination of both. It would seem·that the 
greater the number of manifestations recorded for a group, 
the higher the validity of the data yielded by the process 
recordings for that group. 
Because of the sparseness of its number of mani-
festations, one of the groups in the sample, the aM's, was 
excluded from consideration and discussion in this study. 
For purposes of comparing the changes in behavior 
and attitudes among the remaining four groups, the numbers 
of manifestations were translated into percentages within 
each of the four month time periods; so that what are com-
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pared are proportions of m~nifestations, not gross figures. 
This eomparison, however, is used in this study primarily 
for the purpose of.standardizing the analyzed data yielded 
by each of the groups and, as such, is ancillary to the main 
purposes of this study. 
·Another opportunity for subjectivity to inf'luenee 
the findings was present when the recorded material was ex-
' cerpted and coded by the research staff. The Special Youth 
Program attempts to standardize the coding procedure so that 
a proces·s recording coded by one coder would' be coded in 
approximately the same way by any of the other coders. All 
coders undergo intensive training until they can demonstrate 
that their coding of any given item in any process recording 
is consistently and substantially the same as if Dr. Miller, 
Research Director of the Program, had coded it himself. 
Every item is verified upon the completion of its coding by 
at least one other fully trained coder. If, during·analysis 
of the coded data, an error is discovered, the item in 
question is receded and reference is made to the original 
process recordings. In addition, this researcher referred 
constantly to the original pro~ess recordings when any item 
of data appeared to be unclear in meaning or doubtfUl as to 
its appropriateness within the coded sub-category nSYP.n 
A complete verification of the reliability of the 
data classified in the operational deseriptions was not un-
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dertaken. Howeffer, this researcher attempted in every ease 
to classify the data into the operational descriptions, the 
wording of which stemmed from the data, according to the 
wording of the item of data itself. Whenever this was not _____ .;...;..__~ 
feasible because of ob~cure, indefinite, or abstract wording 
of the item, the particular item in question was classified 
in consultation with the Chief Coder of the Special Youth 
Program. 
As the purpose of this study was primarily the devel-
opment of an instrument for measuring ehanges, uniformity in 
the composition of the sample .was not necessary and might 
even have proved a hindrance to devising as full and broad 
an instrument as possible. However, because the instrument 
is capable 'Of' expansion and possible application to any 
street-corner group on whom a process recording is written, 
this researcher felt that it would be preferable to sacrifice 
some potential operational descriptions for the sake of being 
able to compare, for purposes of standardizing the instrument, 
street-corner groups who were not so dissimilar in composition 
as to cast doubt on the validity_of comparing behavior and 
attitudes based on substantially different value systems in 
each group. Nevertheless, it will be seen later that each 
of the four groups differed from the other three in· some way 
that in itself may have influenced whatever differences oe-
eurred in the patterns of behavior and attitudes. 
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The instrument is far from perfect or complete; it 
contains several elements of subjective valuation, such as 
the decision to place an operational description in one cate-
gory rather than another. Another welcome improvement 
would be standardization and simplification of the terminology 
used. Subjectivity and a lack of standard terminology, how-
ever, are problems with which many researchers in social 
work must cope. 
In the analysis of the data, certain subjective in-
terpretations by this researcher seemed advisable in order 
to convert the data into meaningful information. Most of 
these subjective interpretations stemmed from the device 
of ranking the derivative descriptive categories with the 
highest number of manifestations. This researcher then 
viewed the cluster of the most ft>equently manifested cate-
gories by grou~ as a pattern of categories ana su~jeetively 
interpreted certain patterns of categories to indicate a 
greater· or lesser degree of independence, dependency, role-
adjustment, hostility, resistance, etc., on the part of 
each group. 
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CHAPTER _III 
PATTERNS OF DELINQUENCY 
Introduction 
I 
This chapter w:tll discuss, in a summarized and com-
parative fashion, the patterns of delinquency evidenced by 
the groups in the sample, and the roles which the social 
group workers with these groups assumed for the purpose of 
changing those delinquent patterns. All the ii:Lformation 
that forms the basis for this discussion has been culled fro~ 
the recordings of the workers, including face sheet infer-
mation, profiles of individual members, and process narra-
tive; and from conversations with Special Youth Program 
staff personnel.l 
First this chapter will describe some general char-
acteristics of the groups in terms of the orientations of 
their members to school, employment, leisure-time activities, 
sexual practic&s, and delinquent acts. Then the activities 
of the workers will be considered in regard to their person-
alities, the kinds and extent of the relationships they 
established with their groups, and the types of program in 
which they became involved with their groups. 
~or purposes of confidentiality, information from 
recordings and conversations will not be footnoted in this 
chapter. 
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Backgrounds of Delinquency 
Fritz Red12 has delineated seven psycho-social areas 
within which deviant behavior in adolescents may take root 
and prosper. They include an organism's defense against 
something that was done to it,. growth co~usion, excitement 
and group intoxication (emotional), neurotic or psychotic 
afflictions, severe impulse disturbances, disturbances of 
superego and ego control, and genuine delinquency. Redl 
describe.d the genuine, or "normaln, delinquent as follows: 
-This is the youngster whose delinquency is simply a 
reflection of the ways of life in a delinquent 
ne ighborho 0 d •••• 
Basically this boy 9~ girl has a nor.mal per-
sonality, and a normal attitude toward his parents 
and the community. He rebels somewhat, as all 
normal youngsters do. But it so happens that the 
community he belongs to bas the wrong value con-
tent, frqm our point of view, and so some of the 
things he considers fairly proper are called delin-
quency by the rest of us •••• 
-~ut, in addition, they must have eonfliets and other 
difficulties, just like any other well-identified 
youngster.3 
An implication in these statements for social group 
workers who work with delinquent groups is that goals for an 
individual member cannot be set realistically nntil more is 
learned about the source of his deviance. Furthermore, com.-
2u. S. Childrents Bureau, New Perspectives for Re-
search on Juvenile Delinquency, pp. 58-61. 
3 . ., Ibid., p. 61. 
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plex patterns of indiVJidual deviance come into conf'luence 
in a street-corner group. 
J]articipation in a st:Peet gang or club·, like parti-
cipation in any natural group, is a part of the 
growing-up p~ocess of adolescence •••• Some street 
clubs or gangs, as a result of more fundamental 
factors such as family disorganization, economic 
insecurity, racial and religious discrimination, 
poor housing, lack of educational and recreational 
facilities, emotional maladjustments of' their lead-
ers and members, etc. ha~e developed patterns of 
anti-social behavior •••• ~ 
For purposes of' this study, the street~corner group 
or gang will be viewed as a delinquent subculture as con-
ceptualized by the sociologist Dr. Albert K. Cohen. 
The delinquent subculture, we suggest, is a 
way_ o:f dealing with the problems of adjustment •••• 
These problems are chiefly status problems: cer-
t-ain children are denied status in the respectable 
society because they cannot meet the criteria o:f 
the respectable status system. The delinquent sub-
culture deals with these problems by providin~ 
critepia of status which these children~ Lsii( 
meet.~ 
Dr. Cohen's concept of the delinquent subculture is rooted 
in the operational characteristics of actual street-corner 
groups. Dr. Gohen singled out some distinguishing features 
of a delinquent subculture: 
~eaarthy and Barbaro, ~· cit., p. 107. 
5aohen, ££• cit., p. 121. 
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What we see when we look at the delinquent 
subculture ••• is that it~s non-utilit~ian• malicious, 
and negativistic. LSi~v ••• 
The hallmark of the delinquent subculture is the 
explicit and wholesale repudiation of'middle-class 
standards ~d the adoption of their very antithesis.7 
Because every group in a delinquent subculture is a 
unique example of that subculture, each group in the sample 
will b~ discussed separately in this chapter. Statistics 
from the Special Youth Progr~ will be drawn upon, but these 
statistics are·· incomplete or, in the case o:f some of the 
groups, not available. Nevertheless, certain kinds of delin-
quent acts were identified. They include truancy, petty 
theft, car theft, gang fighting, pocket book theft (purse-
snatehing), breaking and entering, drugtaking (marijuana), 
mugging or rolling (drunks), shoplifting, drunkenness, ar.med 
-
robbery, gambling (numbers and cards), vandalism, and creat-
ing a disturbance. Commission of any of these acts could 
have led to a boy's arrest. In addition, violation of parole 
- ' 
or probation also could have brought abo~t a boy's arrest, 
and many otherwise non-violating acts were classified as 
such. 
All of the following statistical information was ob-
tained ~ound the end of 1955 or the beginning of 1956, ap-
6 Ibid., p. 25. 
7 Thid., p. 129. 
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proximately in the middle of the direct service phase of the 
Special Youth Program. (Perio'd. V"· 9.~ this study). The mem-
bership figures which were given in Chapter II of this study 
apply only to the total time span of direct service. At an~ 
one time, a significantly smaller number of boys could be 
identified as members; of each gro1;lp. 
Thus, out of an eventual total qf forty-six, the 
HM3's numbered only thirty-one members during Period V • 
.. 
The HM3's at this time were a section of a larger aggregate 
which included six other street-corner groups or gangs -
two older, three younger, and one contemporary. The HM 
aggregate was the major grouping and, for most of the time, 
the only grouping of Negro boys involved in the Special Youth 
Prog~am 1 s direct service component. 
A total aggregate of gangs was seldom called to-
gether and then only for gang war purposes. The aggregate 
was of value to its members for purposes of status and ego-
identification, as well as physical defense. More properly 
perhaps, the term flgang 11 should be reserved :ror a total ag-
-gregate o:r delinquent groups only, for "delinquent juveniles 
act under the influence of their gang loyalties even when 
they oper~te in other groups. n8 But it was the face-to-.faee 
8Fritz Redl, nTp.e Psychology of Gang Formation and 
the Treatment.o:r JUvenile iDelinq,uents,n The Psychoanalytic 
Study o:r the Child, vol. I, 1945, p. 374. 
street-corner group that provided, in every instance in this 
study, the imminent d~ily environment for eaeh member, and 
it was to this group that he owed his primary gang lQyalty. 
Only six out of the thirty-one members of the.HM3's 
in Period V were known to have participated in gang fighting. 
However, every boy had a record of truancy and most of the 
members had committed theft of some kind. Sixteen of the 
boys were known to have committed delinquent acts for which 
they had not been arrested, eight had been arrested at some 
time, three had been convicted, two had cases pending in 
court, one was currently confined to a correctional institu-
tion, one was on probation and one on parole, and eight. 
members had no record of arrest. Twenty of the boys were in 
school full-time; six of them had previously held regular 
employment. Four boys were currently employed full-time; 
two had sporadic employment; and two were totally unemploy-
ed and not attending school. 
Generally, the HM3's spent their time "hanging,n 
playing football and basketball, and getting into trouble, 
either legal or personal. They spent little time with their 
p.arents and their heterosexual contacts were irregular but 
frequent and promiscuous. 
The MM3's were numerically the most delinquent of 
all the groups in this study. out of twenty-seven members 
in Period V, fifteen were currentl~ confined to a correction-
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al institution and five had been previously confined. Of 
the remaining twelve currently "activett members, eight were 
/ 
on probation, one had received a suspended sentence, and 
only three had no record of arrest. · Of the twelve, only six 
had any emplo~ent and none were currently attending school •. 
The MM3 1 s were also a section of a larger aggregate, 
which included three older street-corner.groups or gangs, 
three younger and one contemporary. However, the MM3 1s never 
acknowledged any affiliation, but seemed to mutely accept 
the existence of the aggregate. They rejected all formal 
group organization and MM3 members·aecepted responsibility-
only in an anarchic way. They spent their time "hanging, u 
dancing, playing handb~ll and sw~ing, getting into trouble, 
and participating in intensive heterosexual relations. They 
had a regular auxilliary of girl friends who, for all in-
tents and purposes, were part of the group, although never 
recognized as such by the Special Youth Program. MUch of 
their parole violation was attributed to their sexual prac-
tices. 
~he WM3's and the WM2's were, respectively, the old-
est and next. older sections of a larger aggregate of street-
corner groups or gangs that included two younger sections. 
) 
The WM2 1 s had eighteen members during Period V, and they were 
presumably all in school. Eleven of the WM2'~ had no record 
of arrest; there is no information about the other seven. 
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Generally this group did not appear to present a serious 
delinquency problem. 
The WM3's, however, did represent a more typical 
example of a delin.quent subculture. Out of twenty-three 
boys, four were currently confined, two were on probation 
and two on paroie, two had been arrested but not convicted, 
nine had no reeord of arrest, and no infoP.mation was avail-
able on the rest. Only one boy was known to be attending 
school fulltime; about the school or employment statuses of 
the others, nothing was known.- In activities,-they were 
similar to the HM3's. 
As mentioned earlier, so little data on the OM's 
were available that this group will not be discussed in this 
study. 
Of the four remaining groups, the MM3's appeared to 
be the most delinquent, the HM3 1 s next, then the WM3's, and 
finally the WM2's, who might be called only potentially de-
linquent. Individual profiles of the leading or core mem-
bers of the MM3's reveal that most of them possessed serious 
psychopathology~ Delinquent acts were co~itted by individ-
ual members of the MM3's on impulse.or by two or three boys 
at the most. The "normal]' or genuine, delinquent was not· to 
-
be .found. in this group. Group identity did not seem to po s-
sess much importance in the delinquent patterns of the MM3's, 
-· 
and the organization and development of the group appeared 
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to suffer for it. 
The BM3's and the WM3's more typically exhibited 
"normal" delinquent patterns. Wb.ile individual psychopath-
ology was presumably present in both these groups and un-
doubtedly influenced their patterns of delinquency, the bulk 
of tb.e members of tb.ese'two groups seemed to be of the "nor-
mal" type. The WM2 1 s would, of eourse, also be considered 
to have been a "normal" group. An interesting'observation 
that can be drawn from this comparison is that, contrary 
to some opinion,9 a high degree of organization in a delin-
quent group does not necessarily mean a higher amount of 
delinquency than in a group of delinquents that has poor 
organization; neither is the reverse necessarily true. In-
dividuals~ such as the members of the MM3 1 s, may be so dis-
turbed that they are unable to use the group effectively, 
even to act out their pathology. 
Delinquency and the Role of the Worker 
What is the role of a social group worker in a 
street-corner group? To summarize what has been said earlier 
in this study about the role of the worker, b.e is an agent 
of group change. The worker can aeeomplish desired change 
only by establishing a positive relationship with a group 
"'- t- . 
9see, for example, u. S. Children's Bureau, Youth 
in Conflict. 
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and using hLmself in that relationship correctly. 
a group? 
The positive relationship that is developed between 
an adult worker and a street club can serve as a 
catalytic agent for modifying anti-social attitude 
and behavior. This relationship can also be used to 
help the individual member meet his needs in more 
positive ways.lO 
But how is it possible to have a relationship with 
In all these situations in which the social group 
worker comes into a face-to-face relationship with 
individuals, ••• he is using his skill as a profes-
sional social worker in serving both the group-as-
a-whole and its component individuals through the 
use of tb.e face-to-:Cace relationships essential to 
the practice of social group work.l~ 
What does the worker do specifically? 
Within the group situation, the worker stimulates, 
guides, clarifies, implements, teaches, expedites, 
limits, and permits, as the occa:ssr.on demands. He 
sensitively listens, feels, and observes; and deter-
mtnes his role by evaluating data so gathered against 
the inter-personal relations within the subgroups 
and the individual behavior pattern of each member.l2 
In .a street-corner group, just as in any group, the 
social group worker performs the above functions. The Special 
Youth Program13 described its workers• functions in approx-
imately the same way, using slightly different words. The 
10McOarthy and Barbaro, ~- cit., p. 108. 
11Wilso~ and Ryland, .2E.· ill·, pp. 24-25. 
12 Ibid., p. 73. 
13 . 
Special Youth Prog~am, ncoding Manual." 
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Program listed the functions of the worker as advising, 
instructing, transporting, penalizing, mediating, donating, 
formulating, acting as an intermediary, protecting, direct-
ing; facilitating, and interpreting. The,problem confront-
ing the social group worker can be stated simply: to the 
extent to which he can perform the appropriate function at 
the appropriate time, he will be successful; to the extent 
to which he cannot do so, he will fail. 
The execution of the problem is not so simple. To 
be as successful as possible, the worker must have complete 
knowledge of the situation, profound un~erstanding of the 
members, vast experience with groups, and perfect skill in 
the use or social group work techniques, including excellent 
judgment in their application. No social group worker ean 
hope to attain such an .ideal state; if only for no other 
reason than that, social group work is an art, and is prac-
ticed with varying degrees of artistry. However, even the 
most ideal worker must start where the group is if he ex-
pects to errect change. This means that his functioning is 
thus l~ited by the capacity or the group and its members to 
change. The situation can be such that no function the 
worker might perror.m is ever appropriate. 
Such may have been the situation with the MM3's. 
This is .the only group or those who received intensive 
service from the Special Youth Program that was eventually 
regarded as a failure by the staff of the Progrrun., The 
high degree· of social devianee,Le. delinquency, of the group 
has already been discussed. This delinquency did not abate 
during the course of the Program; if anything, it increased. 
The area office was closed prematurely because of complaints 
f'rom the community about immoral sexual practices which al-
ledgedly occurred there. These extreme charges were never 
substantiated. Because of the large number of repeaters, 
probationers, and parolees, the MM3's became the subject of 
special interest of one of' the officers of.the Youth Service 
Board.~ The group became a bone of contention and rivalry 
between the Special Youth Program and the Youth Service 
Board; the latter contended.that the MM3's were a hotbed of 
delinquency, which the Program di& not adequately prevent, 
and that the area office was the organizational center of 
that delinquency. The MM3's worker attempted to protect 
its members from excessive surveillanc& and unfair treatment 
by the Board; he failed and incurred the wrath of both the 
1~he Youth Service Board is an agency of the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts. Among its functions are probation 
and parole, the commitment of juvenile offenders to reform 
schools, the operation of those schools, and the operation 
of a (<f.:,eltention and reception center where youths who have 
been arrested receive psychological testing and medical 
and psychiatric examinations. The Youth Service BoarQ also 
employs a few "d.etached11 workers (who are usually not pro-
fe~sionally trained soeial group workers). -
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Board and the MM3 members,_ who felt that he had let them 
down. Rumors were circulated, from whence no one knows, 
that the MM3's worker was himse1f guilty of illicit sexual 
practices. The rumors were proved baseless but the worker's 
e:f'fectiven~ss had been ruined by this time. He left the 
Program and the MM3's.passed from the aegis of the Program. 
Later discussions with MM3 members found them contrite and 
cognizant of their share in torpedoing their own worker. 
From the available evidence of the process record-
ings, the MM3 1 s worker possessed a· highly developed pro-
fessional manner, in the opinion of this researcher. Before 
the eataelysm at the end, he had established a very positive 
relationship with the MM3 1s. He was beginning to move the 
group toward healthy activities and objeet relations, but 
was hampered in his efforts by the high degree of psycho-
pathology and social anarchy in the group. 
The worker with the HM3 's and the worker with the 
WM3 1s and the WM2 1 s were not confronted by problems'as 
severe as those encountered by the MM3's 1 worker. The HM3 1 s, 
WM3 t s, and WM2 1 s were groups of nnormal!t adolescent boys, 
most of whom were willing and event·ually eager to develop 
socially constructive patterns of behavior and. attitudes. 
The members of these groups themselves appeared to .recog-
nize the need to free themselves from the webs of their de-
linquent SQbcultures. 
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In a normal developmental process, by the 
time a youngster reaches adolescence,.he has accep-
ted some external controls on his behavior and has 
internalized some behavioral controls. Part of the 
source of antisocial behavior of a group of hostile 
adolescents comes from their having missed this 
stage ~ development. Consequently, an early goal 
of the social group worker is to provide a group ex-
perience in which controls may be developed. As 
outer contr9ls begin to oe accepted, anxiety about 
~uman associations is reduced, and as these controls 
begin to be internalized, building satisfactory re-
lationships becomes easier •••• 
From the beginning of the worker'& experience 
with a group he consciously attempts to affect be-
havior in a way which is consistent with the needs 
of the individual 3I1d the group and in ha~ony with 
co:m.munity values.l~ _ . 
The above philosophy is admirably suited to groups like the 
BM3's, WM3's, and WM2's, but does not appear feasible in 
groups dominated by extreme pathology, such as the MM3's. 
The BM3's worker appeared to have adopted what might 
be termed a paternalistic role with his group. When they 
were hungry, he supplied them with :food; when they needed 
money, he lent it, and seldom insisted on repayment. He 
achieved a reputation as a source of employment referrals 
that reached beyond his own group. He identified with his 
g~oup, perhaps too much. Yet he achieved in the BM3's last-
ing changes in behavior and attitudes that served the com-
munity as a model example of the positive value of detached 
15 . Sara E. Maloney and Margaret H. Mudgett, ".G-:t'oup 
Work - Group Casework: Are they the same? u Journal of Social 
Work, vol. 4, number 2 (Ap~il, 1959), p. 35. 
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worker programs. 
The worker with the WM3's ~d WM2's provided his 
groups with a consistent program of sports, mainly basketball. 
He achieved a reputation as an exceilent athletic coach. 
His relationship with his groups was a strong and positive 
one, despite the potential obstacle in his being Negro and 
they being white. However, there is at this time little 
.. .· .... 
conclusive evidence to indicate whether any of the changes 
affected in his groups were lasting. 
It is not within the scope of this study to assess 
the effectiveness of the Special Youth Program's direct 
service component. Yet it must ee ohserved that ·one major 
kind of delinquency - gang wars - seems to have been reduced 
to negligible proportions in Roxbury. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CHANGES IN BEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDES 
Introduction 
In this chapter the data classified into the deriva-
tive descriptive categories will be presented and explained. 
First the manifestations of behavior ·and attitudes will be 
measured in each group separately in four tables and figures: 
1. The numerical distribution of the coded manifesta-
tions in the derivative descriptive categories by 
time period. 
2. Ranking by period of the three categories with 
the highest number of manifestations. 
3. The percentage distributions of the manifestations 
in the evaluative groupings by time periods. 
4. The graph of the differential between Initiative 
and Responsive manifestations by time period. 
Then the data from the four groups in the sample will 
be compared. First the percentages of the total amount of 
data in each category will be compared. Next, corresponding 
time periods in the four groups will be seleeted and the per-
centages of the data within each of those periods will be 
compared. 
Tables containing numerical data corresponding to 
the figures and percentage tables in the text will be found 
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II 
in the appendix. 
..Measuring GroUJ Chan~es 
For the purposes of this study, the workerts activi-
ties will be considered to have undergone four overlapping 
potential phases. These phases have been adapted from a 
street-corner worker's relational goals as described by 
Barry M. Freeman. 1 These potential phases are: 
Phase 1 Establish or initiate contact. 
Phase 2 Build or establish a relationship. 
'Phase 3 Maintain, strengthen, or intensify a relation-
ship. 
Phase 4 Limit dependency or terminate a relationship. 
No attempt will be made to correlate statistically 
these phases with the behavioral manifestations described 
and measured in this study. However, the factor ~f consis-
tency or inconsistency between these two dimensions will be 
examined. 
The EM3 Grou_E. 
Two hundred and ten manifestations of behavior and 
attitudes were coded in sub-category trsYptt ~or the HM3 group. 
This number included over twice as many manifestations as 
the next largest amount, which was coded for the MM3 group. 
~reeman, !?.!.• eit .. , p. 30. 
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Table 1 presents the numerical distributions of their mani-
festations among the derivative descriptive categories by 
time period. 
TABLE 1 
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION IN CATEGORIES AND BY TIME PERIODS OF 
MANIFESTATIONS BY HM3 GROUP 
Time Period 
O:e:t.egori es I II IIrc IV:. v: VI VII VIII IX: Totals 
Identifying 4 :r .. 6 1 3, 17 
Participating 2 3 8 10 3 1 27 
Giving 6 8 1 3 4 4 1 27 
Accepting 2 6 1 4 6 2 21 
Requ.esting 2 3 4 3 6 2 20 
Receiving 1 5 8 7 7 2 30 
Approving 2 4 3 3 3 2 2 19 
Agreeing 2 1 1 4 
Inquiring 4 4 4 3 2 1 18 
Listening 1 1 
Disapproving 1 1 1 1 4 
Resisting 1 1 5 10 
Opposing 1 1 
Rejedting 2 2 1 ++ 11 Totals T l13r 31 ~ 1:3 210 
It can be seen from Table 1 that only data from 
Periods I through VIII have been tabulated. During Period 
VIII the BM3's were transferred to another worker; so mani-
festations of behavior and attitudes which oec~red after 
that date have not been included in this study, in order to 
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avoid distortion of the data by manifestations pertinent 
only to adjustment to a relationship with a new worker. 
The worker's first contacts with the HM3's were in-
itiated during Period I. The phase of a wor~er's initial 
contact with a group promotes a process of intensive testing 
of the worker by the group. 11Eveey group puts the worker 
on trial in the initial stage~ o:f their relationsb.ip.n2 
' v 
Testing continues throughout the entire duration of the re-
lationship, but it is most intensive du_ring the initia.J. 
stages. This testing process is particularly. evident in 
corner group work. 
When eontaet was established, the workers con-
centrated on gaining the gangs• acceptance. This 
was a slow and painstaking pro~ess which deepened 
only through testing and re-testing.3 
Only four manifestations were recorded for the HM3•s during 
Period I. They were divided evenly between the Approving 
and Rejecting categories. Although the data for Period I 
are few and therefore inconclusive, their ambivalent nature 
is not inconsistent with the presence of the testing process 
during the phase of establishing contact. 
Probably beginning in Period I, but continuing and 
intensifying in Period II, was tb.e phase in which the worker 
2wilson and Ryland, 2.£• cit., p. 69. 
3McGarthy an<l Barbaro, £E.• cit. , p. 109. 
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attempted to establish and build a relationship with the 
g:r>oup and its membe:r>s. This is a phase during which a worker 
at~empts to find a.:r>ole for,~self which is consistent both 
with the needs and expectations of the g:r>oup and with his 
. ·" 
and his agency's goals. Just as in any no:r>mal g:r>oup, the 
building phase of the relationship sees a great deal of t:r>ial 
and e:r>ror on the parts of both the worke:r> and the g:r>qup. 
This trial and error p:r>ocess often takes the form of an ex-
change of ideas, program mate:r>ials, .etc. Also, the beginning 
of primitive transfe:r>ence may occur,_ wherein a group :r>eg:r>es-
ses to a state of dependency on its worke:r> as a supplier of 
its needs and wants • 
••• insofa:r> as t:r>ansfe:r>ence reactions-involve a 
:r>eliving of' ea:r>lier (usually childh9od) attitudes 
with some pe:r>sons in. the individual's present life--
they are related.to emotional dependency.4 
As Table l indicates, Period II appears to have been, 
for the HM3's, ve:r>y consistent with the processes of mutual 
exchange and beginning dependency. The manifestations re-
corded fo:r> that period, are divided among the Giving, Ac-
cepting, Requesting, and Receiving categ9ries. Recalling 
the criteria for these categories, it is very possible that 
the data for Period II a:r>e a reflection of the HM3'~' atti-· 
4 Saul Seheidlinger, Psychoanalysis and Group Be-
havior, p. 82. 
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tudes toward their worker. It should be observed that all 
these categories are evaluated as more positive than the 
categories in which manifestations occurred during Period I. 
Moreover, over half of these manifestations occurred in the 
Giving category, which is evaluated highest of the four. 
A possible explanation might be that both the remoteness of 
the Special Youth Program and its cloudy image as viewed by 
the HM3's stimulated the boys_ to investigate the Program by 
extending several friendly overtures to·it or to its person-
nel. 
Periods III through VIII all show a wide distribution 
of manifestations among the categories regardless of the 
position of those categories at the upper or lower end of 
the chart. This fact might suggest that, once the worker's 
relationship with the group was established, and his identi-
fication with the agency effected, the BM3's felt free to 
manifest a wide range of behavior and attitudes toward the 
Special Youth Program. Figure 2, a-chart showing the rank-
ing of· those categories containing the highest number of 
manifestations in each time period, suggests that dynamic 
group processes were in operation in these periods .also. 
0 
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Time 
Period 
I 
II 
III 
Iv· 
v· 
FIGURE 2 
"' 
RANKINCE- OF THREE CATEGORIES \'liTH LARGEST NUMBER OF 
MANIFESTATIONS BY HM' GB.OUP IN EACH. PERIOD 
RBnking· 
.First second Tliird 
Approving·& Rejecting8-
G9.. ving Accepting & Requesting._· 
Giving Accepting Receiving: ·<> 
Receiving Identifying, Requesting 
Inquiring. 
VI 
Participating 
Participating 
1;1.nd Inquiringb 
Receiving 
Receiving Identifying & Request-
~ng~ 
VII 
VIII 
Accepting Resisting 
Identifying, Resisting, 
Accepting, & Approving 
Giving 
aoategories are run together when they are equal in number of manifesta-
tions. 
~ore than three categories may be included when there is a tie for firs:t, 
second or third positions. 
Figure 2 may indicate that the proeesse..s ot m11tual 
exchange, and dependeno7 upon the worker and the ageney as 
suppliers or the group's recreational needs, continued into 
:Period III, because the ranking ot categories in that period 
is very similar to the ranking in Period ~I. 
Period IV shows the Receiving category in top posi-
tion; the Giving category contained but one manifestation 
out ot a total ot thirty-one. This abrupt shift suggests 
that the worker-group relationship had been tully established 
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by this time. This relationship may have been a primitive 
one at this stage, as the predominance of the Receiving and 
Requesting seems to indicate a high degree of dependency on 
the part of the HM3•s. However, the emergence of Identifying 
and Inquiring _as significant categories in Period IV may 
point to the beginning of independence and mutuality in the 
relationship. 
The ranking of categories in Periods V and VI seems 
to indicate a high degree of mutuality at this stage of the 
relationship. Participating as the first ranking category 
during both these periods suggests a high degree of HM3 in-
volvement in agency-sponsored progr~ing. This possibility 
is reinforced by the fact that Period VI saw the greatest 
total number of manifestations in any period, forty-nine, 
and Period V waa not far behind. 
During Period VII the worker began the process of 
terminating his relationship with the HM3 1 s. This termin-
ation took place during Period VIII. Termination is a dif-
ficult and painful process for a group, for it revives in-
fantile fears of being separated from the mother figure.5 
5For an excellent discussion of anxiety states a-
rising from separation, see 0. Spurgeon English and Gerald 
H.J. Pearson, Emotional Problems of Living, pp. 184-193. 
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The meaning of termination to group members 
must be understood, responded to, and prepared for by 
the worker if the en~ng is to flow out of the total 
therapeutic process. 
Referring again to Figure 2, Period VII reveals high 
j 
ranking categories similar to those of Periods II and III. 
This suggests that the group regressed to an earlier stage 
in the worker-group relationship, in which the HM3's found 
that they had to adjust again.to a new role assumed by their 
worker. This process of role-adjustment may have possessed 
emotional content similar to that of Periods II and III. In 
addition, the EM3's showed ambivalence7 in this adjustment 
process by the emergence of Resisting as an important cate-
gory in Period VII. It appears safe to speculate that this 
was resistance to the termination process and to their new 
worker. During Period VIII resistance continued, side by 
side with a strong element of positive adjustment to termin-
ation indicated by the Identifying, Accepting, and Approving 
categories. 
Table 2 shows how the percentages of manifestations 
of behavior and attitudes by the HM3's toward the Special 
Youth Program were distributed among the evaluative groupings--
6 
Maloney and Mudgett, ill?.• ill·, p. 36. 
?Ambivalence may be defined as a psychological state 
in which tt:reelings of lov~ may alternate with equally intense 
feelings of hate, depending on the circumstances." Cha,x:les 
Brenner, An Elementary Textbook of Psychoanalysis, p. 112. 
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Positive, Medium, and Negat~ve--of the categories. 
TABLE 2 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MANIFESTATIONS BY HM3 QROUP IN 
EVALUATIVE GROUPINGS BY TIME PERIODS 
Time Period 
Gl'oup- I I:t III IV v VI VII VZI:II IX ing 
Poe. ¢.o 72.7 44!.4 25.8 ~1 49.o 4.5~8 57•8 
Me d. 5Q.O 27.; 44.4 67.7 50-0 4o.8 ;1.; 2;1.1 
Neg. 50.0 o.o 11.1 6.2 2·9 10.2 22.0 22.1 
Tot. 100 •. 0 100.0 
-99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.1 100.0 
The percentages shown in Table 2 seem to correspond 
elosely with the conclusions contained in the discussion of 
the data in Table l and Figure 2. The percentages repeat 
the early ambivalence of the initial contact of Period I; 
the mutual exchange of Period II; the relationship-strengthen-
ing of Periods V and VI; and the simultaneous independenee, 
new adjustment, and resistance of Periods VII and VIII. It 
should be noticed that negative behavior was highest in Per-
iods I, VII, and VIII and ean be accounted for in the latter 
two periods only by the presence of a high degree of resist-
ance; this fact can be borne out by ref'erence to Table l. 
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From the similarity of percentage distributions in Periods II, and V., 
and VI of Table 2, it would seem that when the worke.r-group relation-
ship is being established or intensified, group behavior is fairly 
evenly divided bet1.;een Positive, and Medium., while Negative behavior 
is lol'T. 
Figure ; is a graph illustrating the percentage differences 
between the Initiative and Responsive manifestations by period. 
GRAHl OF THE INITIATIVE-RESPONSIVE DIFFERENTIAL INDEX FOR 
HM; GRO"CJ'?.ft . . . 
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*Ffgures for all Initiative-Responsive differential indices in this 
study will be found in the appenCiix. 
The differential index has been obtained by subtracting the 
percentage of Responai ve manifestations in each Period from the per-
centage of Initiative manifestations. The purpose of differentiating 
between Initiative and Responsive manifestations is to add another 
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d~ension to the data. The function of the dirfe~ential index 
is to reveal subtle qualitative distinctions among the data 
that me~e evaluative ~rangement does not show. Oharacte~izing 
Initiative indices as plus and Responsive indices as minus 
is .'. mathematical and purely arbitr~y. 
Figure 3 shows that~ for the most part, HM3 behavior 
was evenly balanced between Initiative and Responsive mani-
festations. Only two peaks are evident: 45.4% in Pe~iod II 
and -31.2% in Period VII. The similarity between these two 
periods has been discussed earlier in terms of the corres-
pondence of their leading categories. In each period the 
HM3's had to adjust to a new role on the pa~t of thei~ W9rk-
er. The differential index reveals a distinct difference 
between these two adjustments. In Period II the worker's 
role was established initially through a process of exchange 
in which the g~oup played an initiatory pa~t, while the 
worker and the Special Youth Program responded to the group's 
activity. In Period VII, hqwever, it was the HM3's who re-
sponded to actions on the part of the worker and the Program 
.regarding termination. 
Except for the role-adjustment peaks in Periods II 
and VII, Figure 3 showed the HM3's to have been extremely 
stable in their behavioral manifestations, as their indices 
vary little more than 10% from zero. 
SUrveying again all the data presented, ":iil:.this~~sec:PiOn 
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it would appear that ~e turning point in the HM3 1s behavior and atti-
tudes occurred in the abrupt shift between Periods IV and V (See again 
Table 2 and Figure 2.). Something seems to have happened that success-
- -
fully limited the group 1 s dependency. If this was conscious activity 
on the part of the worker, it proved effective. 
The MM2 Group 
Ninety-seven manifestations of behavior and attitudes were 
coded in sub-category ltSYP" f'or the MM? group. Table ? presents the 
numerical categorical distribution by time period. 
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TABLE ? 
NUMERIOAL DISTRIBUTION IN CATEGORIES AND BY TD!& PERIODS OF 
.MANIFESTATIONS BY!~ GROUP 
Time Period 
Oa:t.egories I~ II III IV v VI VII VIII IX Totals 
Identifying 1 1 
Participating 3 1 4 
Giving 4 3 16 ;· 1 4 l 32 
Accepting 1 1 1 3 
Requesting 3 5 2 1 11 
Receiving 2 1 ? 
Approving 1 1 4 1 2 9 
Agreeing 1 1 2 
Inquiring 5 
' 
9 1 1 1 20 
Listening 1 1 
Disapproving 5 1 6 
Resisting 1 1 
Opposing 0 
Rejecting 1 2 1 4 
Totals 15.7 w- TTT 12." T 1 91 
It becomes obvious immediately from looking at Table 3 that 
' . 
th.e distribution of manifestations for the MM?'s is quite different 
from the distribution for the HM?*s. Not only do the amounts of re-
corded manifestations vary widely from period to period according to 
no apparent pattern, but Period III contains almost half of the total 
number of recorded manifestations--forty-nine-- while Period I con-
tains the next highest number-- fifteen. On the other hand, Period 
IV contains only five manifestations. Perhaps a relaxation in the 
recording techniques of the worker can account for this discrepancy, 
but it is difficult for this researcher to understand how any mani-
festation of behavior or attitude toward the agency might not be con-
sidered significant enough to be recorded. It would seem more likely 
that the MM;5 1 s presented so ma.ny other ponderous problems that a.ny 
orientation by the group to the Special Youth Progr~ was largely 
superceded after Period III. A tentative analysis of the data after 
that Period will be attempted, but the insufficiency of' the number 
o:f manifestations, particularly in Periods IV, V; Vi, VIII, and I~; 
really precludes any possibility of f'onnulating valid conclusions. 
FIGURE 4 
-
RANKING OF THREE CATEGORIES WITH LARGEST NUMBER OF 
MANIFESTATIONS BY MM;$ GROUP IN EAOI! PERIOD 
Time 
Period 
:Ranking 
! 
II 
III 
Inquiring Giving 
Giving & Inquiring 
Giving Inquiring 
IV· Giving Approving & Inquiring 
V Inquiring 
VI Giving & Resisting 
VII Giving Requesting & Approving 
VIII I dentif'ying, Giving, 
Requesting & Agreeing 
IX Accepting 
Requesting 
Approving 
Requesting & Dis-
approving 
The most significant fact that can be obtained from the 
evaluative ranking of categories in Figure 4 is that no major 
or lasting change in the quality o!' behavior and at.titudes 
occurred among the MM3's during their entire association with 
the Special Youth Program. A slight positive change seems 
to have occurred towards the end but it cannot be judged be-
cause of the paucity of data. 
The coupling of the Giving and Requesting categories 
which, with the Inquiring category, dominate the rankings in 
one order or another, would have indicated, in the BM3 group, 
a process of primary role-adjustment. It is possible that 
tbis pattern has the same significance in this group, and 
~~.:b the MiM3 '.s were simply never able to adjust. This theol'Y 
is borne out by the discussion in Chapter III o!' this study 
of the high psycho-social pathology present among the MM3 •s. 
It is difficult to interpret the persistent appear-
ance o:f the Inquiring category in the rankings. In the case 
of the MM3's, it may have been a eoncommitant of the role• 
adjustment process and their constant striving for self-
identification and mastery. On the other hand, it may have 
been merely a symptom o:f undi:f:ferentiated'inner insecurity. 
The evaluative pattern of Positive and Medium group-
ings evenly divided, with Negative grouping low, that appears 
in Periods II, III, IV, VII, and VIII indicates that relation-
ship-building or intensifying occurred during those periods. 
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However, this possibility can be neither confir.med nor denied by any 
of the other data. If these processes did occur at all, this evidence 
for them does appear in the appropriate periods. It is possible that 
m.ost of the evidence of relationship-building and intensifying is ob-
soured by the evidence of so m.uch chaotic behavior on the part of the 
Group-
ing 
Pos. 
Me d. 
Neg. 
TABLE 4 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MANIFESTATIONS BYMM;? GROUP IN 
EVALUATIVE GROUPINGS BY.TIME PERIODS 
Tim.e Period 
I II III rv- v VI VII VIII 
;;.; 42.9 lto.8 60.0 o.o 5Q.O 41.6 lto.o 
6o.o 57.1 44.9 4o.o lC!OOO o.o 50·0 4o.o 
6.7 o.o 14.~ o.o o.o 5Q.O 8.~ 20.0 
IX 
100.0 
o.o 
o.o 
Tot. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0. 100.0 100.0 99·9 100.0. 100 .o 
Interestingly, the large m.a.jority of first rankings (six out 
of nine) of the Giving category induces an expectation for a refection 
of this phenomenon in the evaluative percentages. However, Table 4 
reveals only two periods, IV, and IX; in which a distinct plurality 
of manifestations were contained in the Positive grouping; again, these 
two. per-iods tokl only six m.a.tUfestatiolls between them and are thus 
negligible. Negative manifestations 11ere f'ew and indicate no patten 
in themselves. 
FIGURE 5 
GRAPH OF THE INITIATIVE-RESPONSIVE DIFFERENTIAL INDEX FOR 
MM;i GROUP 
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The differential index of Initiative-Responsive behavior as 
illustrated by Figure 5 would appear to reinforce some of the earlier 
.. 
conclusions about the MM;>'s. Most of their behavior and attitudes to-
ward the Special Yeath Program bore little or no relation to any ac-
tivity on the part of the l'rorker or the ~ogram.: This corresponds to 
the idea, derived from psychoanalytic theory, that most of the MM;i f s t 
behavior bore little relation to any external stimuli, but rather acted 
out the irresistible aggressive impulses of' the members. A seemingly 
Responsive trend t0wards the end was probably related to soiiiB degree 
to the fact that they were losing their worker, but even these Respon-
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were very few; the total number of manifestations in all the periods 
with a zero or minus index wa;s three. 
Similarly, any stat~ent concerning the stability of the be-
havioral manifestations based on the ;r:ni tiati ve-Responsi ve profile 
would be pure speculation, but the fact that Figure 5 shows the range 
of indices to be 200%, or absolute maximum, is not inconsistent 1'li. th 
other indications that the MM5's were an extremely unstable group. 
In. conclusion, the behavior and attitudes of the M]0 • s appear-
ed to be little a.ffe~ted, if at all, by their association with the 
Special Youth Program. The data seem. to confirm the theory presented 
in Oha.pter III of this study, that there was nothing the worker or 
the Program did or could do to induce changes of any kind. 
The WM2 Group 
Eighty-six manifestations of behavior and attitudes were coded 
in sub-category nsypu for the WM2 group. Table 5 presents the numeri-
cal categorical distribution by time periods. 
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TABLE 5 
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION IN CATEGORIES AND BY TIME PERIODS OF 
MANIFESTATIONS BY WM.? GROUP 
Time Period 
Categories I II III IV v VI VII VIII IX Totals 
Identifying 4 8 ; 15 
Participating 2 2 1 2 7 
Giving 2 1 1 4 8 
Accepting 2 l 5 8 
Requesting 2 2 9 1.? 
Receiving 2 2 
Approving 1 1 2 1 1 6 
Agreeing 1 1 
Inquiring 1 5 1 ; ; 16 
Listening 0 
Disapproving 1 1 1 ; 
Resisting 1 2 1 4 
Opposing l 1 
Rejecting 1 1 2 
Totals 8 5 8 10 5 15 ~ T 86 
Initial contact i'Tas made with the WM.? • s during Period II and 
the group's association with the Special Youth Program continued until 
the termination of' the direct service phase of' the Program.. Initial 
testing appears to have been of' short duration as it is not reflected 
in the statistics in Table 5. Instead the WM.?'s seam to have entered 
the relationship phases almost from the beginning. 
Periods II and III se~ to have constituted the relationship-
building phase. The pattern of' manifestations in Table 5 suggest 
that the WM;ts were a well-knit group that accepted their worker and 
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the agency he represented on face value. They se~ed to have reserved 
any negative judm:nent until Period n, after the relationship had been 
well-established; then they felt secure enough to express some negative 
criticimn. Some new elements may have been introduced to them during 
Period V to account for the abrupt downward shift; these may have been 
unsuccessful efforts by the worker to intensity the relationship. Per-
iod VI seams to have been a transition period. 
In any case, Period VII saw a gradual Positive change in the 
\O!;'s pattern of behavior and attitudes. This new pattern increased 
during Periods VIII and continued during Period IX~ As wi tb. the HM5 1 s, 
... 
some resistance to termination appeared during the last two periods. 
Time 
Period 
II 
III 
IV: 
v· 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX ... 
FIGURE 6 
RANKING OF THREE CATEGORIES WITH LARGEST NUMBER OF 
MANIFESTATIONS BY WM; GROUP IN EACH.PERIOD 
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The ranking of categories in Figure 6 serves to highlight 
the idea. that the WM? 1 s were receptive to group work programming from 
the very beginning. Only the WM;'s of all the groups in this study 
manifested such a. high proportion of their behavior in the Participa.t-
ing category during the initial periods. While some mutual exchange 
and role-adjustment occurred during Periods II and III a.s manifested 
.. 
in the Giving, Inquiring and Requesting categories, these processes· 
do not appear to have taken on major proportions a.t that time. 
The Accepting category being ranked first in Period IV sug-
· gests that dependency emerged as a. more important process a.t that time. 
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Other manifestations in that period were too few to be meaningful in 
thamsel ves, but taken together they suggest that the HM; 1 s l'tere am.bi va-
lent about their dependency--at the same time they were both happy and 
unhappy about being passive. 
Period V saw Inquiring re-appearing as the leading category, 
with three negative categories not far behind. The distribution of 
manifestations in Table 5 alone does not substantiate the proposition 
- ' 
that the negative behavior in Period V reflected resistance to efforts 
by the worker to limit dependency, for manifestations of dependency in 
the Accepting, Requesting, or Receiving categories also Should have 
appeared but they did not. Nor can the resistance proposition explain 
the top-ranking of the Inquiring category. Returning to the process 
recordings to seek some explane&tion for these data, this researcher 
found that Period V was a time during which the l~r;•s experienced 
intensive contact with other street-comer groups associated with the 
Special Youth Program., particularly the MM; 1s, through competitions in 
sportst attendance at mass social functions, etc. Hostility towards 
the MM; 1 s on the part of the liM; 1 s appeared to spill over into hostility 
towards the MM;•s worker. This negative feeling was reinforced by the 
WM; 1 s imagined fear that their own worker \'Tas under the control ef, 
and thus threatened by, unknown forces connected with the Program.. 
The WM;'s demonstrated in this period a fierce loyalty to their worker. 
The categories in Period VI are similar to those of Periods 
II and III. This fact matches the previous observation, when the 
. -. 
BM;'s were discussed, that similar distributions of manifestations 
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oecur in periods When the worker-group. relationship is being established 
or intensified. Table 6 seems to confirm this theory. 
TABLE 6 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF !~FESTATIONS BY WM; GROUP IN 
EVALUATIVE GROUPINGS BY. TDifE PERIODS 
Tim.e Period 
Group- II III IV.- V! VI VII VII! m ing 
Positive 5Q.O lJo.o 6o.o o.o lJo.o 46.7 5Q.O 75·0 
Medi'UDl ;;o.o 6o.o 20.0 70.0 1Jo.o lJo.o 44.1 o.o 
Negative o.o o.o 2.0.0 ;o.o 20.0 12·2 2·2 22.0 Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
In the commentary on Table 2 (re the HM~Ps), it was observed 
. . - .. 
that in periods II, V, and VI (the periods comparable to Periods II, 
III, and VI of th~ WM; 1s), tt~~up behavior is fairly evenly divided 
between Positive and M~dium.: while Negative behavior is low, a8 and 
that this percentage pattern seemed to be indicative of a role-adjust-
ment process. Table 6 reveals that this observation is equally ap-
pli.cable to the WM;•s. Moreover, the sam.e pattern of distribution 
of m.anif'eetations continued in Periods VII and VIII, indicating that 
8P. 59 of this study. 
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e~en more intensification of the relationship occurred in those per-
iods. The emergence of Identifying. as a leading category bears testi-
mony to the efforts of the \i'orker in this regard. 
Referring again to Figure 6, the outstanding phenomenon of Per-
iods VI!, VIII, and IX:is the rise to prominence of the Identifying 
category, the category evaluated highest in this study. Even in 
Period VIII, Table 5 reveals that the Identifying category contained 
but one manifestation f'e\'fer than the Requesting category. This indi-
cation of the WM;'s feelings of' close kinship with the Special Youth 
Program is supported by several other known facts about the WM? 1 s, 
both statistical and descriptive. The high amount of' independent posi-
tive behavior in the Identifying categqry was balanced by an equally 
high amount of dependent behavior in the Requesting and Accepting cate-
gories; this balance may be evidence of a healthy psychological con-
dition. 
As might be expected, resistance to termination appears in 
the last periods. Activities centering around termination were the 
paramount concern of the WM5's in the terminal phase. Th.ey wrote 
letters to state officials and legislators, bt~adcasted.appeals on 
the radio' and generally conducted a major campaign to urge the pub-
lic to support the continuance of the direct service.phase of the 
Special Youth Program.. 
Considering again Table 6, the percentage distribution rein-
forced the previous discussion. Only in Period V, which has been 
analyzed, did. the distribution of manifestations in the Positive group-
T5 
ing f'a.ll below 40%, and Negative behavior:·~Ta$ loll. 
FIGURE 7 
GRAPH OF. THE INITIATIVE-RESPONSIVE DIFFERENTIAL INDEX FOR 
l1M3 GROUP 
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The Initiative-Responsive profile for ~e WM;ts also appears to 
be a. revealing insti:ument for measuring behavioral changes in the group. 
SeYeral points of' similarity to the profile tor the HM;•s (i'iggre 5) 
ma.y be observed. If role-adjustment,mutual exchange were key proces-
ses in both groups during Period II, that fact may be indicated by 
the simultaneous indices of approximately ~ in Figures ; and 7. 
Again, if' relationliliip-building i'tas the key process in both groups dur-
ing Period III, that fact may be indicated by the simultaneous down-
i'~rd trends in Figures ; and 7 toward indices slightly above zero. 
The t"tro major peaks in the WM; Ini tiati ve-Responsi ve profile 
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are 80% in Period V and -20% in Period VI. The hostile behavior that 
the WM.5 • s manifested during Period V has already been discussed and 
) 
accounts for this high Initiative index. Their worker took measures 
to reverse the hostile direction the group's attitudes had taken and 
to re-interpret his role to the group; so· that they might be better 
able to id.entify him with the Speciil Youth Program. That the WM.5 •s 
responded to his e:f':f'orts is shown by the superior Responsive index of 
Period VI. 
Except for the critical Periods V and VI, Figure 7 shol"TS the 
WM.5 1 s to have been moderately stable in their behavioral manifestations, 
as their indices do not vary more than 20%. 
To summarize the analysis and interpretation of the data on 
the WM.5 's their patterns of behavior and attitudes toward the Special 
Youth Program appeared to parallel, with certain differences, the 
positive changes that occurred in the behavior of the RM.5 1 s. The data 
further indicate tha~ the \~5·s began their association 1dth a fairly 
positive orientation towards respectable societal institutions such 
as the Program, and thie orientation 11as developed to the most posi-
tive level possible within the given situation. Had the Special Youth 
Program also included a permanent component of "inside" or more typi-
. .. 
cal, group work services, it is probable that the WM.5 1s would have be-
come a part of that component. After the discontinuance of the direct 
service phase of the Program, they did attempt to associate themselves 
with an established group services agency, but that Agency was not able 
to shift its philosophy in time to accommodate the subculture of a 
formerly delinquent gang, so that connection gradually dissolved. 
The \9M2 Group ::: 
Only forty-seven manifestations of behavior and attitudes were 
coded in sub-category 'SIP" for the WM2 group. In addition, those 
manifestations were unevenly distributed in time, so much of their 
analysis and interpretation may be impossible or invalid. Table 7 
presents the numerical categorical distribution by time periods. 
TABLE 7 
NUMERICAL DISTRIBUTION IN CATEGORIES AND BY TIME PERIODS OF 
.MANIFESTATIONS BY.WM2 GROUP 
Ti:me Period 
Categories I Il III IV v VI VII VIII IX Totals 
Identifying 2 1 7 
Participating 3 1 l 5 
Giving l 2 l 4 
Accepting 2 l 7 10 
Requesting 2 4 1 7 
Receiving 1 1 2 
Approving 1 1 l 2 5 
Ag;:eeing 0 
Inquiring ; 1 2. 2 1 9 
Listening 0 
Disapproving l l 
Resisting 0 
Opposing 0 
Rejecting 1 1 
Totals 11 T 2 5 T 15 T If{ 
Initial contact was made with the WM2 • s during Period III and 
association with the Special Youth Progrmn continued until Period !Jr. 
Many of their activities in the later periods were carried on jointly 
with the w.M; 1s. The distribution of manifestations in Period III re-
veals the presence of the typical processes associated with the initial 
phases of the 11orker-group relationship: testing, mutual exchange, and 
role-adjustment. They seemed to respond well to the services the Spec-
ial Youth Program was able to offer them. There· seems to be a sugges-
tion of some early dependency in the data; this may be due to the fact 
that they were, on the average, younger than the other groups in this 
study. 
Periods IV and V contain too few manifestations for any dis-
cussion to be of value. In any case, manifestations did not appear in 
any categories that had not been observed in Period III. 
In-Period VI as well 1 the distribution tends to appear pretty 
much the same. If anything, dependency seem.ed to increase during this 
period. This increase in dependency suggests that the relationship-
building process was still going on during this period. Period VII 
seems to have seen the climax of the dependency process and apparently 
the worker initiated measures to limit this dependency. If so, these 
measures do not appear to have been successful, for dependency did not 
diminish and may have taken on the quality of primitive identification 
or the incorporation into the group's subculture of the symbolic feat-
ures of the Special Youth Program as a supplier. This process extend-
ed into Periods VIII and IX when the WM2 1s appeared to accept passive-
ly the news about the termination of the Program but the process re-
cordings indicate that they could not accept the reality of their supply 
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of ~ervices from the Program. be~ng shut off. 
FIGURE 8 
RANKING OF THREE CATEGORIES \fiTH LARGEST NUMBER OF 
MANIFESTATIONS BY WM2 GROUP IN EACH.PERIOD 
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Time 
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ceiving & Approving 
Requesting 
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Inquiring 
The ranking .of ca-tegories in Figure 8 confinns the earlier dis-
. 
cussion and reveals little new information~ The jarticipating and ex-
change (Giving, Accepting, Requesting, Receiving) categories are mos~ 
prevalent throughout. 
The hign ranking appearance of the Inquiring category in Periods 
III, V, VII, VIII, and IX is interesting. Inquiring also was a persi~-
... 
tently hign ranking category in the *' r s. Of the possible interpre-
tations suggested then, only the idea that this phenomenon is somehow 
' 
related to self-identification and mastery would not be inconsistent 
with the other da t.a on the WM2 1 s. In the HM' t s and WM, 1 s the high 
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ranking of the Inquiring category was primarily a middle period phen-
omenon, and was not significant in the early or later periods. These 
middle periods were also usually the time when the dependency process 
became most significant in those groups. This fact may be a. coinci-
dence because the Inquiring category does not seem to be directly re-
la-ted to dependency. Inquiring is part of a learning process which is 
an inherent £'unction of ~oup work. Perhaps i>he continual appearance 
of the Inquiring category in Figure 8 is related to the youthfulness 
of the WM2. t s and suggests that the behavior and attitudes of this group 
had not settled down into si>able patterns. It may be that the preva-
lence of both the learning and dependency processes in the WM'2 deriv-e 
from. the same source, and that this source was connected with their 
youth and the fact that all the members, as far as was knolm, were in 
school. Possibly they used their school experience as a model for 
their behavior and attitudes in the group situation. 
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TABLE 8 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MANIFESTATIONS BY WM2 GROUP IN 
EVALUATIVE GROUPINGS BY TIME PERIODS 
Time Period 
Grouping III rv,· v VI VII VIII u: 
Positive 54-5 100.0 o.o 6o.o 11.1 6o.o ~~·5 
Medium ?6.4 o.o 100.0 4o.o 77-7 4o.o 66.7 
Negative 9.1 o.o o.o o.o 11.1 o.o o.o 
Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 . 100.0 99-9 lOO.O 100.0 
Table 8 shows that Negative behavior in the WM2.'s was at a 
minimum. In fact, the Negative grouping sal'r a total of only tvro mani-
festations. This reflects the observation in Chapter III that there 
was little or no delinquency among the WM2 1s. 
Because the WM2 1s do not show a pattern of behavior and atti-
tudes similar to those of more typi.cal street-comer groups like the 
HM~ 's, WM~ 's, or even the MM~ 's, it is d:iffi cult to interpret their 
pattern of evaluative groupings of manifestations. Certainly relation-
ship-building must have occurred if the observation of increasing de-
pendency is an accurate one. The pattern of a fairly evenly divided 
distribution of manifestations between the Positive and Medium group-
ings with fe'ir manifestations in the Negative grouping occurs in .Per-
iods II, VI, and VIII. Even so, Positive and Medium percentages are 
never. closer than 18%. As With the MM~ r s, the relationship-building 
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evidences appear to be obscured. 
As mentioned previously, Period VII seems to have seen the 
climax of the dependency process in the WM.2's. This idea is supported 
by the evaluative pattern in Period VII in which the Medium grouping 
dominates the other two. 
FIGURE 9 
". 
GRAm OF THE INITIATIVE-RESPONSIVE DIFFERENT:t.AL INDEX FOR 
WM2 GROUP ..... 
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At first glance the Initiative-Responsive profile for the ~1s 
suggest as much unstable behavior in this group as was considered like-
ly in the MM~Ps. However, the solid line profile is not a fair pic-
ture. The major perucs appear in Periods IV, V, and IX. But as these 
periods contain two, two, and three manifestations respectively, a 
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total of seven, it would not be accurate to weigh them equally with the 
other periods i'rhich contain a. total of forty manifestations. 
Considering then only Periods III, VI, VII, and VIII, quite a 
different picture is presented by the dotted line profile. This latter 
-· 
profile suggests that the WM2 •s manifested fairly stable behavior. 
Again, the exceptional period appears to be Period VII, l'Thich has been 
.. 
referred to as the climax of dependency. In any case, all the evidence 
points to the conclusion that Period VII was a very critical time for 
the WM2 1s. 
In all, the effectiveness of corner group work services for the 
11M2's in terms of positive changes in behavior and attitudes cannot be 
confirmed by the findings of this study. Instead the findings indicate 
that the ~M2's were able to use only a fraction of the services of the 
Special Youth Program in the Udetached" setting. The ability of this 
group to respond to agency services in a positive way from the very 
beginning suggests that the WM2 1s might have been better able to tak~ 
advantage of a program of services within the stl'Ucture of an es:tab-
lished group services agency. 
Comparing Group Behavior 
In this section, the manifestations of behavior and attitudes 
by the HM~ t s, the MM~ t s, the WM~ • s, and the WM2 1 s tol'rard the Special 
Youth Program will be compared and discussed in term.s of their respect-
ive responses to association with the Program during three selected 
phases of that association. They are the Initial, Middle, and Ter-
minal phases and their significance and the method of their selection 
will be discussed for each in turn. 
Just two aspects of the groups' behavior ?dll be compared! the 
ranking of categories and the distribution of manifestations in evalua-
tive groupings. The numerical distributien of manifestations seems to 
be best Summarized in the ranking of categories and a comparison of 
Initiative versus Responsive manifestations does not seem appropriate 
because three phases are insufficient to show an Initiative-Responsive 
profile or graph, 
The Initial Phase 
The Initial phases in each of the four groups are to be compared 
in order to establish just lmat their respective patterns of behavior 
and attitudes toward the Special Youth Progrrun were at the beginning 
and early stages of their association with the Progrrun. For this pur-
pose, the first t?ro periods of each group •a association with the ~ro­
gram have been-integrated into one for purposes of analysis. Two per-
iods were chosen in every case; for the MM?'s and the HM;'s, they were 
Periods I and II; for the WM? 's, Periods II and III; and for the llM2's, 
Periods III and IV. ~fo periods were chosen to constitute the Initial 
phase to ensure that at least three full months were included, as some 
of the groups may have begun their association in the middle or towards 
the end of one of the time periods. 
Rank-
ing 
1st 
2nd 
;rd 
FIGURE 10 
COMPARISON OF RA!ilKING OF CATEGORIES IN EACH GROUP DURING 
INITIAL PHASE 
Group 
mr; MM; WM2 
Giving Inquiring Participating Participating 
& Inquiring 
Accepting & Giving Accepting & In-
Requesting qui ring 
Approving & Requesting Giving & Re-
Rejecting ~g 
The ranking of categories in the Initial phase as illustrated 
by Figure 10 shows again the same processes that have been already 
discussed._ In the HM?'s and MM;fs, role-adjustment seems to have been 
the main process at this time. Role-adjustment appears to have been 
the major process in the WM?'s, but this group seams to have responded 
more readily to the services of the Special Youth Program than did the 
HM?'s and l-M; 1s. The WM2' s appear to have had no role-adjustment 
pains but responded to the Program almost immediately. 
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TABLE 9 
COMPARISON OF EVALUATIVE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION IN EACH 
GROUP DUBING INITIAL .ffiASE. 
Group 
Evaluative EM~ MM5 WM5 Grouping 
Positive 55-~ ;6.4 lj6.2 61.5 
Medium. ;;.; 59.1 5~.8 ;<:>.8 
Negative 12·2 4.5 o.o 1·1 
Totals 99·9 100.0 100.0 100.0 
,. ~. 
Table 9 presents a. cempa.rison of the percentages of manifests.-
tiona in evaluative groupings during the Ini tia.l phase. In Positive 
manifests. tions the ~lM2 • s ranked first, f'ollo'tred by the HM5 1 s, WM;' s, 
and MM5 1 s in that order. Possibly the iri.itia.l attitudes of these groups 
toward societal institutions in general ranked in the same 0rder. The 
other evidence presented earlier seams to indicate that possibility. 
Examining the percentages in the Meditml grouping, the order is 
found to be exactly reversed. The key process here may have been role-
adjustment again. It is not unusual for a process so essential for a 
group to accompl~ah successfully to appear in several different ap-
proaches to the analysis of that group 1 s behavior. It is l'7hen a group 
does not show any sign of this process, that they should be investi-
gated, l'Tith an eye to clarifying to the group, the worker's role and 
the kinds of behavior expected from them. As we have seen, the WM2 1s 
II 
had no difficulty adjusting to depending on the Special Youth Program 
as a supplier; once assumed, this dependency proved impossible to 
shake off. 
The value of comparing peroetttages in the Negative grouping 
appears dubious. It is not a measure of delinquency or even of a 
general hostile attitude toward societal institutions; it is too con-
trary to the evidence of delinquency presented in Chapter III of this 
study. Moreover, the number of manifestations represented by the 
percentages in the Negative groupings are too small to be of signifi-
canoe. There lfere no Negative manifestations by the WM;' s, one each 
Negative manifestations by the HM? 's suggest any interpretation. 
As has been mentioned, the HM?'s were a group of Negro boys 
and their worker was white. Goodman found that Negro children become 
more race conscious than white children, even as early as nursery school, 
and that this racial consciousness gave them a vague feeling of dis-
advantage that made them defensive, over-reactive and tense.9 Accord-
ing to Gordon Allport; 
Negro cui ture is almost entirely the same as white ameri-
can cui ture. The Negro must relate himself to it. Yet when-
ever he tries to achieve this relatedness he is likely to suf-
fer rebuff. Hence there is in his case a.n-,almost inevitable 
9 Mary E. Goodman, Race Awareness in Young Ohildren. 
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conflict between his biologically defined in-group and his 
culturally de£ined reference group.lO 
It is possible that a young lifetime filled with anti-Negro 
prejudice, discrimination, and Northern segregation (i.e. ghetto-
ization) may have moved some members o£ the HM3's to view the Special 
Youth Program as just one more suppressive agency of a while majority 
I 
hostile to all Negroes for no other reason than the color of their 
skins. Their unspoken feeling might very well have been something 
like: 00ur worker does not se~ prejudiced against us because we are 
Negroes. Bu.t how can we be sure that the same is true of the other 
personnel in the program'ltt Suspicion used as a mechanism of defense 
.. 
could have prevented the transference of a good re~ationship with one 
while person to another. There were three Program personnel, beside 
their worker, who had major contact with the RM3ls; each had to prove 
himself in turn before he or she was accepted. 
The Middle Phase 
It seemed desirable that a sampli~g be taken of the groups 1 
behavior and attitudes to'\'re.rd the Special Youth· Program; so that the 
more typical manifestations might be compared, unc~lored by such pro-
cesses as usually occur in the Initial and Terminal phases. 
Several methods of deriving an average sampling have been con-; 
sidered. Taking all the manifestations in each group as the sample 
was rejected for two reasons. First, such a sample would not indicate 
changes and second, it would defeat its purpose by including Initial 
10 . Gordon W. Allport, The Nature of Prejudice, p. ;B. 
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and Terminal processes. Taking a model, median, or chronologically 
central period seamed to be similarly self-defeating. Any such period 
would repeat material already covered. Finally, a sample was chosen 
that included all the manifestations that would not be included in 
the Initial or Terminal phases. For obvious reasons, tP~s sample will 
be called fue Middle phase.. The periods chosen are, for the mf.~ IS 1 
III through VI; for the MM~ • s, III through VII; for the WM~ t s, rv· 
through VII; and for the WM2 • s, V through VII. 
Phasing is one of the most difficult problems that researchers 
on the dynamics of groups have to ~ace. A great deal has been learned 
about the group processes that occur during the initial phase and the 
terminal phase. It has been deduced that somewhere bet\'teen the irii tial 
and terminal phases there must be a middle phase, but no one can be 
certain where the middle phase begins or ends. Moreover, it is nQt 
definitely known what the group processes are that occur during the 
middle phase. Phasing, then, was also a dilemma for this researcher. 
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FIGURE 11 
COMPARISON OF RA...TiJ'KnfG OF CATEGORIES IN EACH GROUP DURING 
MIDDLEHIASE 
Receiving 
Participating 
Giving & Re-
questing 
Group 
Giving 
Inquiring· 
Requesting & 
Approving 
Inquiring 
Identifying & 
Approving 
Approving 
Giving & Inquir-
ing 
The ranking of' categories in Figure 11 highlights the fact 
that each o:f the four groups were unique in their patterns o:f behavior 
and attitudes. The HM;J 1 s show again their heal thy balance between in-
dependence and dependency. The MM;J 1s manifest their inability to 
establish a worker-group relationship and their futile struggle to 
achieve self-identification. The pattern of' Inqmring, Identifying, 
and Approving demonstrates the ability of the 'W}.!) t s to use the group 
situation, with the assistance of the· Special Youth Program, to achieve 
I 
successful self-identification in the context of' socially acceptable 
mores. 
The category pattern of' the \1M2's is very similar to that of' 
the 1~) 1 s. From the standpoint of' their respective delinquency and 
their view of societal institutions, the two groups were poles apart. 
Yet from the standpoint of group organization they were similar. 
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Neither gfoup was able to develop a coherent structure and neither was 
able to change the directionc.of their initial modes of behavior. The 
~~~·s increased their delinquency and the WM2•s increased their depen-
dency; both tendencies proved their experience with the Special Youth 
Program to have been of limited value. Their lack of success could not 
have merely reflected shortcomings in their workers, for the same worker 
>-Tho could not move the WM2 1 s out of their dependency was highly success-
ful With the WM)ls.ll This comparison of the MM~•s and the l'lM2's seems 
to demonstrate the value of the technique of ra:nking categories as a 
device for analyzing the quality of a group•s organizational structure. 
Some notice must be paid to the appearance of th~ Inquiring 
category on practically all the rankings of top categories (Inquiring 
was in fifth position it}. the HMj*s, and only one manifestation shy of 
tying for third.) Alone it has no significance; , it indicates merely 
that information of some kind vlaB" sought. Its appearance must be join-
ed with the appearance of other categories (as, indeed, all of them 
must) to form a pattern of categories. It is only patterns of cate-
gories for which any meaningful interpretations can be made because 
such patterns of categories reflect patterns of behavior and attitudes 
l'lithin the groups. Moreover, categories in the Medium grouping take 
on positive or negative significance only when they form patterns 
together with categories in the Positive or Negative groupings. 
11
see p. 75 of this study. 
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TABLE 10 
COMPARISON OF EVALUATIVE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION IN EACH 
GROUP DURING MIDDLE PaASE 
Group 
Evaluative WM; Grot?-ping MM; 
Positive 42.0 42.0 ;4.; 25.0 
Medium 49.; 44.9 45.7 68.8 
Negative 8.7 . 12.0 20.0 6.2 
Totals 100.0 . 99.9 100.0 10.0.1 . 
Table 10 canpares the evaluative percentages. If the evalua-
tive percentages in the Positive grouping in the Initial phase re-
fleeted the attitudes of the g~oups toward societal institutions in 
general and the Special Youth Program. in particular, they cannot have 
that significance in the Middle Phase. 
The significance of an evaluative pattern of fairly equally 
divided percentages between the Positive and Medium groupings with a 
lo'tT Negative percentage, has already been discussed. This pattern 
se~s to reflect the efforts of' a group to react positively to efforts 
on the part of its worker to intensify the worker-group relationship. 
In this regard the behavior of the MM; 1 s and that of the HM.}1 13 ap-
pea.red to be similar during the Middle P.hase. 
The fact that the percentage of manifestations in the Positive 
grouping for the MM;'s increased since the Initial Phase, while the 
corresponding percentages for the other groups decreased, is merely a 
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deceptive coincidence. other processes were in operation and the 
heightening of one category necessarily meant a percentage decline in 
another. Thus, the MM)'s redoubled their ef.f'o.rts to gain recognition 
and respect .from the Special Youth Progrrun, so the Giving category 
contained twice as many manifestations as any other. The Giving 
category is included in the Positive gro~ing because it is positive 
behavior; the attitudes supporting that behavior are not necessarily 
positive. The Approving category~ on the ather hand, cannotes a 
positive attitude but not the motives behind that attitude; nor did 
it in any instance carry a commitment for positive action for the 
groups in this study. 
In the HM?' s and WM2 t s, the reduction of Positive percentage 
was accompanied by a simultaneous increase in Medium percentage. 
This situation seem.s to reflect the already familiar pattern of an 
increase in dependency, especially marked in the WM2's. 
The \'11£3 • s present quite a different picture. A sharp drop in 
the Positive and Medium grouping was accompanied by an even greater 
rise in the Negative grouping. This distribution was skewed by cer-
tain events during Period V which have been already discussed. The 
ability of one Period to skew the percentages in this manner militates 
against the value of a gross comparison such as this and supports the 
value of exam.ining changes over smaller periods of time suCh as Periods 
I through IX of this study. The rise in Negative m_anifestations by 
the Ml{?' s li'as more tYPical, however. 
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The Terminal Blase 
The data for the Terminal Phase were o bta.ined in a manner 
similar to the Initial Phase; the last two periods of each group were 
integrated.. Except for the Hz.i? 1 s, who terminated with their worker in 
Period VIII, they were periods VIII and IX.; 
The Terminal Phases in each group are being compared both to 
compare reactions to termination and to compare the last developments 
in behavioral changes generally. 
Rank-
ing 
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FIGURE 12 
COMPARISON OF BANKING OF CATEGORIES IN EACH GROUP DURING 
TERMINAL PHASE 
Accepting & 
Resisting 
Giving 
G'i'oup 
Identifying, Giving, Identifying 
Accepting, Requesting, 
Agreeing & Rejecting 
Requesting 
Giving 
Accepting 
Requesting 
Identifying 
& Inquiring 
Of all four groups, only the WM3 1s appeared to adapt success-
fully to termination. The ranking of terminal categories in Figure 
12 confirms that the efforts of the WM? 1s to take social action to 
seek support for the continuation of the Special Youth Progrrun was an 
e~cellent adjustment on their part to the termination of the Progrrun. 
As we have observed, the MM3 1s terminated in chaos and bitterness; the 
WM2 1s merely continued and intensified their dependency. 
The mr;•s resisted ter;mination the most vigorously of all. It 
is possible that their resistance was directly related to their defensive 
racial consciousness. They evidenced extreme hostility to and sus-
picion of their new worker, who also was white. They attempted to dis-
suade their regular worker from leaving for his new job. Despite all 
effo~ts to soften the transference, they resented and resisted it. 
TABLE 11 
COMPARISON OF EVALUATIVE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION IN EACH 
GROUP DURING TEBMINAL PHASE 
Gl:oup 
Evaluative HM? MM? WM? WM2 Grouping 
Positive 46.7 50·0 52.6 55.6 
Medium 28.9 ;;.; ;9.5 44.4 
Negative 24.4 16.7 1-9 o.o 
Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Table 11 confirms what has been said about the groups' react-
ion to termination. The HM? •s evidenced the highest percentage of 
Negative behavior of any of the groups in any of the Phases. However, 
Positive behavior went up slightly. 
Negative behavior was at its highest in the MM.? 1s also iD; this 
phase. Like the HM? 1s, the MM.?'s also felt they had been let down. 
Although the percentage distribution for the WM3 1s is similar to that 
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of the MM5 1s, its meaning is quite different. The Negative percentage 
reflects the beginning of resistance to termination, while the Positive 
percentage reflects the WM5 1s adaptation to ter.mination. 
The WM2 1s, however, did not resist termination; neither did 
they adapt to it. Apparently they were aware of the imminence of ter-
mination, but they reacted by improving their behavior in the tmrealis-
tic hope that, if they were on their best behavior, termination lTould 
not take place. In this way the WM2 members seemed to use the psy-
chological mechanism of deniall2 in order to avoid accepting the in-
exorability of termination. 
12 
Anna Freud, The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defence, pp. 75-
99. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND EVALUATION 
This purpose of this study has been to devise an 
instrument to measure the ehanges in behavior and attitudes 
of street-corner groups of boys toward an agency that provides 
. -
tb.em with the social group work services of a udetachedn 
worker. The value of such an instrument would be two-fold: 
1. Hopefully, changes in behavior and attitudes to-
ward the serving agency might reflect changes in be-
havior and attitudes toward other socially-approved 
institutions and, as such, might provide a barometer 
for measuring changes in the patterns of delinquency 
of street-corner groups. 
2. Observed changes that could be consistently re-
lated to known group processes which are influenced 
by the actions of social group workers working with 
street-corner groups might provide clues that would 
indicate the relative effectiveness of the techniques 
and functions of these workers in causing positive 
change in the behavior and attitudes of street-cor-
ner groups. 
Because the dynamics of group life are complex, an 
instrument that measures changes in groups cannot be simple, 
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for oversimplification would tend to. distort the evidence and 
the resultant image of the group. The instrument devised in 
this study is similarly complex. Nevertheless, its essential 
components are but three: 
1. The operational hypothesis that patterns of be-
havior and attitudes that "filtered throughn a 
group's own worker to other parts of the agency 
would indicate more accurately changes of a relative-
ly stable nature. 
2. The construction of a set of categories of behav-
ior and attitudes, arranged evaluatively from nega-
tive to positive, and derived from the operational 
descriptions of the behavior and attitudes in the 
group as noted by process recordings. 
3. An exrunination of the actual manifestations of be-
havior and attitudes as recorded in the group over 
an extended span of time. 
For this study, a necessary step in designing an in-
strument for measuring changes in the behavior and attitudes 
of street-comer groups was testing the instrument on delin-
quent or potentially delinquent street-corner groups who had 
been serviced by an ageney providing those groups with the 
services of a ••detached" worker. Accordingly, four groups 
~~HM3, MM3, WM3, and WM2--associated with such an agency, 
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the Special Youth Program, were tested by means of examin;i;ng 
the pertinent data in the process recordings on these groups. 
In the test, the following ques~ions were asked: 
1. What were the patterns of behavior and attitudes 
of the groups toward the agency? 
2. Did those patterns of behavior and attitudes change 
during the span of time when the groups received ser-
vices? 
3. If there were,changes, what were the nature and 
extent of those changes and how long did they last? 
Figure 13 shows the ranking of the three derivative 
descriptive categories in each group with the largest pro-
portion of manifestations of behavior and attitudes during 
the total span of time of direct service to the groups. 
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FIGURE 13 
RANKING OF CATEGORIES IN EAOH GROUP DURING TOTAL 
TDrn! OF SERVICE 
Group 
Receiving Giving 
Participating Inquiring 
& Giving 
Requesting 
Inquiring 
Identifying 
Requesting 
Accepting 
Inquiring 
Requesting 
Figure 13 indicates that when the instrument was 
applied to the four groups in the study, it revealed a dis-
tinct set of categories of behavior and attitudes in each 
group. While certain categories--namely Inquiring, Request-
ing, and Giving--ranked high in frequency among more than 
one of the groups, each group demonstrated a unique config-
uration, or pattern of categories. The ability of the instru-
ment to reveal differential information about the groups 
testifies to its flexibility as a measuring device. 
The discussion in Chapter IV of this study revealed 
that the patterns of behavior and attitudes toward the Spec-
ial Youth Program changed in a positive direction in three 
of the four groups--the exception being the MM3 1s. Moreover, 
the discussion in Chapter III suggests that these changes 
coincided with changes in the delinquency patterns of these 
g~oups. 
While the instrument proved capable of illustrating 
the nature, extent, and duration of the changes of behavior 
and attitudes in the groups, it was not able to relate these 
changes to the prevalent group processes. The interpreta-
tions, then, of the changes (or ·lack of change) in regard 
to group·processes like role-adjustment, independence, de-
pendency, resistance, etc., were of necessity subjective in 
nature and were limited both by the range of social work 
knowledge about groups and by the knowledge of this research-
er. Thus, the observation that a certain distribution of 
manifestations occurs consistently in response to certain 
changes in the worker-group relationship fits the evidence 
in this study but may not be a completely accurate explana-
tion of that phenomenon. The same can be said about the 
other interpretations of apparently similar data illustrated 
in this study. 
Although some of the observed phenomena may not have 
been accurately related to the dynamic processes prevalent 
in the groups, one conclusion is overwhelmingly supported by 
the evidence of this study. That is that changes in the pat-
terns of behavior and attitudes of the groups were a direct 
function of the dynamic relationship between the groups and 
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each of their respective workerfl. This conclusion is, ~ a 
sense a re-affirmation of the "filtering11 hypothesis which 
' -
is an intrinsic component of the instrument. The test of the 
instrument on the four groups in this study was essentially a 
test of this hypothesis and, as such," the "filtering" hypothe-
sis appears to have been substantiated. 
To complete the line of research of this study, future 
studies would have to be undertaken. Such ,·. future studies 
would relate the behavior and attitudes of the groups toward 
their respective workers and correlate them to: 
1. The functions of the workers. 1 
2. The dyn~~c processes within the groups. 
Another l~itation of this study seems to be in the 
applicability of the instrument to street-comer groups gen-
erally. It is true that the patterns of behavior and atti-
tudes described in this.study may be characteristics peculiar 
to the New England urban community in which the groups and 
the agency described in this study were located. However, 
the instrument, as such, is not intrinsically dependent on 
the particular categories of behavior and attitudes described 
in this study. The wider application of those categories can 
be demonstrated only by co~raboration of similar studies in , 
1 
See Van Ness, ~· cit., pp. 18-19. 
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other localities. 
The fact that this study has considered only groups of 
boys may be yet another limitation of the applicability of the 
instrument. However, some investigators believe that the 
formation of autonomous gangs by girls is not a usual phen-
omenon. Oohen, for ex~ple, says that: 
••• juvenile delinquency and the delinquent subculture 
in particular are overwhelmingly concentrated in the 
male, working-class sector of the juvenile population.2 
In conclusion, it should be underscored that the prob-
lem of juvenile delinquency is not alone the problem of the 
youth concerned, nor of the groups they form, nor of the par-
ents of these youth. The problem belongs to society in gener-
al and the way society meets this challenge will testify to 
society•s intrinsic health and recuperative powers. Street-
corner groups often have been called tthard-to-reach" (by soei-
ety). 
To the youth, themselves, the tables seem turned. 
It is society and its institutions that are hard to 
reach •••• Indeed these groups may not be as hard to 
reach as they are hard to serve.3 
It is hoped that this study will provide another tool 
that will make these youth easier to serve. 
2 Cohen, 2£• eit., p. 37. 
3 u. s. Children's Bureau, Youth in Conflict, op. cit., 
p. 8. 
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APPENDIX 
SUPPL'EMEl~ARY TABLES.~ 
TABLE 12 
OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTIONS AND DISTRIBUTION OF 
MANIFESTATIONS OF BEHAVIOR A_~ ATTITUDES OF 
FOUR GROUPS TOWARD THE SPECIAL YOUTH PROGRAM 
Operational Description Group 
IDG MM; WM.? 
A. Identifying 17 1 15 
1. Repay loan to.··* 1 
2. Offer to solicit funds for ••• l 
;. Em.ulate behavior or attitudes .ot ••• l 2 
4. Adapt positively to termination 
of' ••• 11 
5- Initiate or organize program. 
lrl. tb. or for ••• 12 
6. Show concern for welfare of ••• 2 
7. Share own property with ••• 2 
B. Participating 27 4 7 
l. Participate in program along 
lrl.th or as part of' ••• 4 2 2. Respond positively to program 
idea of' ••• 25 4 
2· Render:,assistanoe to ••• 2 
0~ GiVing 27 22 8 
l. Give own property or services 
to ••• 1 2 
2. Come to location of' ••• 2 11 2 ;. Reveal information to ••• 14 12 1 4. Joke with ••• 4 
5· Suggest idea to ••• 2 6. Apologize to ••• 2 7. Express gratitude to ••• 
.? l l 
8. Rem.ini soe wi tb. or about ••• 1 9 
9· Express feelings of' own inadequacy 
to ••• 5 1 
10. Offer guidance to ••• l 
11. Promise to ••• 
D. Accepting 21 
' 
8 
l. Accept object or service of' or 
from ••• · 12 2 2 
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WM2 
2 
5 
4 
l 
4 
2 
1 
l 
10 
2 
Group 
Operational Description 
BM? MM? WM3 WM2 
2. Express anxiety re termination of ••• 5 7 
,;. Cooperate With action or policy of ••• 9 
E. Reg,uesting 20 11 1~ 7 
1. Request -services or presence of or from ••• 2 
' 2. Extend invitation to ••• 1 ,;. Ask f'avor of ••• 18 6 2 1 
4. Express desire for the continuance 
or expansion of ••• 8 6 
5- Ask advice from ••• 2 2 
F. Receiving 30 2 2 2 
l. Receive service from ••• 1 
2. Sit or ride in automobile of ••• 27 2 1 2 
,;. Travel along with ••• 
' 4. Feel disappointed by ••• 1 
-G.~ Approvllng 19 9 6 2 
l. Approve behavior, policy, services,. 
attitude, presenc$, or existence of ••• 
2. Praise services to ••• 5 4 2 
,;. Prefer serVices of ••• 2 1 2 
4. Oriticize own worker to ••• 2 
5· Introduce someone to ••• 
' 
1 
6. Extend polite greeting or gesture to ••• 8 1 
7. Express admiration of ••• 8 
H. Agreeing 4 2 l 
1. Express agreement with idea or policy of •• ~1 2 1 1 
2. Exploit service or presence of ••• 1 
,;. Feel jealous of service rendered to others 
by ••• l. 
4. Envy status or property of ••• 1 
5· .Express d~sire to refrain from pa.rtici-
pation in illegal behavior to •• •, 
I. Ing,uiring 18 20 16 9 
1. Inquire· about behaVior. attitude, ser-
vice, presence, or policy of' ••• 5 11 15 7 
2. Express·interest in ••• 6 
,;. Pretend to steal fr.om ••• 1 
4. Olow.n or show-of'£ to ••• 11 2 1 
5· Express desire to meet ••• 2 1 1 
Opera~ional Description 
J. Lis~ening 
1. Lis~en to or consider idea or policy 
of ••• 
2. Express amusement at idea, action, pro-
perty, service or policy of ••• 
~ Disapproving 
1. Express disapproval of ••• 
2. Ori~icize friend of ..... 
;. .Act suspicious of. • ~--
4. Make imml~ing or o~her provocative 
rema:clta to ••• 
l 
l 
4 
4 
L. Resisting 10 
1. Act indifferent toward ••• 
2. Resis~ adapting ~o ter-mination of ser-
vices of ••• 
;. Ignore ~t~itude, idea, policy, service, 
behavior, presence or existence of ••• 
4. Feel tnlhappy'about behavior, service, 
presence, policy, status or property of... 1 
5. Resist participating in program idea of... 6 
~. VIi thhold information from... 3 
M. Opposing 
1. Oppose services, presence, existence, 
idea, action, or policy of ••• 
2. Endanger property of ••• 
;. Suggest violence towards ••• 
N; Rejecting· 
1. Refuse to in~roduce someone to ••• 
2 •. Feel ~h:reatened by behavior, servioe, 
presence, atti~ude, idea or policy of ••• 
;. Express distrust of ••• 
4. Avoid na~ural behavior in presence of ••• 
5. Go out of way to avoid encounter with ••• 
6. Anticipate unfair behavior from ••• 
7. Reject program idea of ••• 
8., Protect own worker from real or im-
agined danger stemming from ••• 
1 
1 
11 
2 
1 
1 
1 
6 
l 
1 
6 
l 
l 
4 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
':Group 
l 
l 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 1 
2 1 
*The ellipsis ( ••• ) in each descrip~ive phrase in the table stands for, in 
each case, the.words 1Special You~h Program or Special Youth Program 
personnel." 
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Group I 
HM; o.o 
MM; 7;.4 WM; 
WM2 
TABLE 1; 
INITIATIVE-RESPONSIVE INDEX FOR FOUR GROUPS 
BY TIME PERIOD 
Time Period 
II III IV v VI VII VIII 
45.4 11.2 9.6 5·8 -6.2 -;1.2 7.6 
100.0 59.2 100.0 100.0 o.o 66.6 20.0 
50.0 20.0 20.0 80.0 -20.0 46.6 46.0 
-9.0 -100.0 100.0 20.0 67.7 6.6 
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IX 
-100.0 
50.0 
100.0 
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